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0 . . . „ 51
--And, if we are to help and nurture
the growth of less developed coun-
tries, we need infinitely more in-
formation about the way their tradi-
tional values and practices interact
with the culture of industrializa-
tion.
Hai re, Ghishel 1 i and Porter
1966
INTRODUCTION
The vast amount of research and applied efforts in the area of job
satisfaction may be considered a rough measure of the importance which
the area has acquired. The subject touches all members of the working
classes, from those who toil at the monotonous tasks of the assembly
lines, to those who demand and are granted the title of professionals at
the higher echelons of the labor hierarchies. The area is further com-
plicated with the passage of time and the advent of new ideologies; the
role, status and autonomy of a particular endeavor may change, thus af-
fecting the worker's expectations and satisfaction.
The purpose of this thesis is to descriptively analyze the levels
of work satisfaction among two groups of health care professionals—phy-
sicians and nurses— at a hospital outpatient department in Humacao,
Puerto
Rico. The importance of learning about our system of health
care and
other medically related areas cannot be overestimated.
Hospitals consti-
tute one of the most important, as well as one of the
most universally
common institutions in today's world. The organization
of health care
institutions has become a complex area of study, due to
the wide variety
of sponsors, occupations and beneficiaries it
involves, Responsibility
for the health of the public is shared by
official government agencies,
voluntary non-profit organizations, large commercial
enterprises and in-
dividual practitioners (Suchman, 196?). Hospital
care is the fourth
largest business in the United States and as
such it must be recognized
as comprising a large part of the
organizational field of study (Perrow,
219&5). The specific subject of staff satisfaction in this field becomes
a sobering problem when we realize that several studies of interpersonal
relationships between staff members and the progress of the patient have
shown that conflict and low morale among the staff can be a deterrent to
the improvement of the patient (Suchman, 1967).
Both physicians and nurses at the Humacao institution were inter-
viewed by means of a questionnaire developed in 1972 for a similar set-
ting in a different culture. The questionnaire used was previously ad-
ministered to medical personnel at Worcester, Springfield, and Amherst,
Massachusetts (Piedmont, 1972; Stamps & Prenney, 197^; Stamps S Allen,
197*0. Work satisfaction was determined by a scale which combined em-
ployee work expectations and fulfillment in the present job situation to
form an Index of Work Satisfaction for each aspect of work and for each
group of professionals. The aspects of work which were considered as ele-
ments of satisfaction were pay, interaction, status, administration, au-
tonomy and task requirements. These components represent specific areas
easily susceptible to administrative change and the evaluation procedure
later described in the thesis could provide a measure of how satisfaction
has been altered by the implementation of change.
The thesis presented here is an exploratory case study designed to
describe the dimensions of work satisfaction for physicians and nurses in
a specific clinic. The findings will be related to the theory and liter-
ature on work satisfaction presented in Chapter I, The results will also
be interpreted in relation to the cultural context in which the study was
developed. It is hoped that the completion of this work will entice
other students of the area to make use of the information available
3through the tool presented in this study
sett i ng
.
especially in the Puerto Rican
CHAPTER I
MOTIVATION AND SATISFACTION: THEORY AND EMPIRICAL WORK
Theoret i ca 1 Background
Studies in the area of work satisfaction initially attempted to
demonstrate that a direct, positive relationship existed between satis-
faction with work and employee performance. Investigations provided
varied and contrasting results (Azumi & Haige, 1972; Vroom, 1964). This
approach has slowly begun to fade from organizational psychology, but the
interest in worker satisfaction has continued to grow and develop.
Staff satis fa cti on is directly re la ted to probl ems i n turnover
,
accident rates, tardiness and absenteeism, all of which can be very cost-
ly to management and become crucial in a medical setting, where the health
of a patient is concerned (Suchman, 1967; Fetter & Thompson, 1966). At-
tendance records show that well-motivated satisfied employees have fewer
days off, fewer physical complai nts-- real or imaginary—and can progres-
sively take on more difficult objectives (Edwards, 1971).
Recently, the area has been viewed in more humanistic terms as one
of the available guidelines for the assessment of the quality of life in
a given setting. The rationale for this approach, as explained by Lawler
(1973), is based on the notion that what happens to people during their
work has deep effects on the person as well as on society as a whole.
Therefore, the work experience cannot be ignored if the quality of life
in a society is to be high.
Many of the difficulties which have arisen during the development
of job satisfaction studies have been due to the lack of a formally or-
ganized and accepted framework which would define parameters for applied
efforts (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975). At present, four highly re-
lated approaches have been offered as possible theories of satisfaction.
Fulfillment theory, as presented by Schaffer, states that job satis-
faction will vary directly with the extent to which those needs of an in-
dividual which can be satisfied are actually satisfied (Lawler, 1973).
Researchers who have adopted this approach measure people's satisfaction
by simply asking how much of a given facet or outcome they are receiving.
According to Equity theory, satisfaction is determined by the per-
ceived ratio of what a person receives from the job relative to what the
same person puts into his or her work. The theory emphasizes that both
over-rewarding or under- rewa rd i ng the employee may cause dissatisfaction.
The fairness of the received rewards is evaluated by the persons by com-
paring their efforts to others employed in similar tasks (Vroom, 196*0 .
Herzberg's two-factor theory suggests that satisfaction and dissat-
isfaction belong to two independent continua (Lawler, 1973). Dissatis-
faction is said to be related to the environmental or "hygiene"
aspects
of the j 0b— the administration, physical conditions, status, as well as
the degree of interpersonal developments, security and
the salary received
from the job. Satisfaction, on the other hand, is generally
related to
characteristics of the work itself, such as the availability
of recogni-
tion, the degree of challenge and responsibility,
as well as the oppor-
tunities available for growth, development and se 1
f
-d i rect i on (Herzberg,
1968).
The Discrepancy theory maintains that satisfaction
is determined by
the difference between the actual outcomes
a person receives and the out-
6come level the person feels he/she should expect to receive. This dis-
crepancy (expected versus actual outcomes) defines the level of satisfac-
tion, a large discrepancy causing the highest dissatisfaction (Lawler,
1973).
Many theorists indicate the importance of considering the weight of
expectations when attempting to compute a satisfaction score for em-
ployees. It has been argued that in determining such a score, it seems
wise to weight each of the discrepancies by the importance that the per-
son assigns to the factors, the argument being that important factors in-
fluence job satisfaction more strongly than unimportant ones. Lawler
(1973) states that one way to express this relationship is by defining
overall satisfaction as being equal to the sum of facet satisfaction
times facet importance.
This study is largely based on the assumptions presented by the
discrepancy approach. The scale used, developed by E. Piedmont (1972)
measures both the importance which the employee applied to a facet of
work, and the actual fulfillment that the work provides for that aspect.
These two factors are then combined by numerical computations to
deter-
mine overall satisfaction with each of six elements of work.
The assign




Motivation in the Employee
Following the premise of satisfaction as a function
of expectations
and actual fulfillments, it is fitting that we
turn out attention to the
development of expectations. A person's expectations
may be defined as
his/her verbal formulation of needs at a particular time. Motivation is
the degree to which the person is willing to make use of his/her abili-
ties to fulfill those needs.
Abraham Maslow ( 196*0 developed a hierarchy of basic human needs
which he portrayed as follows:




phys i o log i ca
1
safety
Two aspects of the hierarchy will be of great relevance to our aims.
First, Maslow explains that a certain level of satisfaction with lower
needs must be achieved before higher ones can be activated as motivators
of behavior. Indeed, Alderfer (1972) has found that there is a positive
correlation between satisfaction of lower needs and the desire for higher
order ones. Second, according to theory (Maslow, 196*0, satisfied needs
may be underrated or undereval uated by the person. Hall and Nougaim
(1971) found that employees who rated an item as most important generally
tended to be more dissatisfied with that aspect of their job than other
workers. Haire, Ghishelli and Porter (1966) had observed this same rela-
tionship in their cross-cultural analysis spanning fourteen countries
around the worl d
.
However, this latter 1 966 study also presented the notion that de-
veloping countries tended to cluster together and differed radically in
their responses, when contrasted to the developed nations. One of the
purposes of this thesis is to provide data unique to the cultural situa-
tion in which the study was developed, in order to lay the foundations
for
8future generation of hypotheses in this area. One of the points dis-
cussed, in fact, will be the applicability of the Hall and Nougaim ( 1 97 1
)
results in the Humacao setting, as an example of this situation in a de-
veloping environment. In brief, results of this study will offer, among
other things, a comparison between staff ranking of components of work
versus present fulfillment of the same work aspects. If the 1971 find-
ings hold for the Humacao data, a negative correlation between ranking
and fulfillment would be expected.
Secondly, we have mentioned that, according to Maslow's motivation
theory, a certain level of satisfaction of lower needs necessarily pre-
cedes the activation of higher needs as motivators of behavior. The
Humacao data will be analyzed to ascertain the appropriateness of this
assumption in the present cultural context. Specifically, an analysis
will be made to determine if those subjects who are highly satisfied with
a lower need (pay) rate higher order needs as more important, namely,
those relating to status, autonomy and task requirements. These
latter
aspects of work will be contrasted to the money aspect, since they
are
clearly related to Maslow's higher order needs of self-esteem
and self-
actualization. If Maslow's assumptions hold for the Humacao data,
the
results would show that those employees who are highly
satisfied with
their pay should have a stronger desire for and therefore,
apply a higher
ranking to the components of status, task requirements
and autonomy than
those who are still unsatisfied with their salary.
Having reviewed the guidelines which will guide
our interpretation
of results, we now turn our attention to the
definition of the six ele-
ments of work which were selected for our study
and a brief overview of
9their effect on the working climate. Although attempts were made to re-
late these aspects to the area of health care institutions, the reader
will find that this specific environment is further analyzed in the lat-
ter sections of this chapter.
The E 1 ements of Work
As it was previously mentioned, Herzberg (1968) and his associates
recognized two independent clusters of factors which affect work; those
which were related to job satisfaction (motivators) and those which were
often cited as the cause of dissatisfaction. Yet, it seems intuitively
plausible to assume that these factors are interdependent, variations in
one causing shifts in the satisfaction level of the others (Vroom, 196*0.
A number of studies have been completed which ascertain that a given fac-
tor affects each person differently and can cause both satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. They also suggest that intrinsic job factors are more
important than hygiene factors to both satisfying and dissatisfying job
events (House & Wigdor, 196?; Dunnette, Campbell, & Hakel , 1967). These
and other considerations question the applicability of Herzber's dual
factor theory.
We have preferred to acknowledge that a combination of aspects,
whether in the hygiene or motivator category, can work to provide
satis-
faction in different circumstances. It was considered
advisable to in-
clude in our study factors which would be distinguishable
from each other
and comprehensive in their assessment of satisfaction.
These elements
should also be related to the motivational needs of
the subjects. To
that end, we selected the components of pay,
interaction, autonomy,
10
status, administration and task requirements as important elements in
the working climate of the physician and nurse professional roles.
Pay is defined as the actual dollar remuneration received for the
performed task. The money motive is a very complicated one, since its
power stems from its symbolic nature, from which other benefits such as
recognition and even affiliation can sometimes be acquired (Hersey &
Blanchard, 1972). Pay is also a relative factor; our satisfaction with
it originates largely from the comparison between our salary and that of
others performing a similar task (Piedmont, 1972). Therefore, it has
been suggested that satisfaction stemming from the receipt of wages is
dependent not on the absolute amount of these wages, but on the relation-
ship of the amount and some standard of comparison used by the individual
(Vroom, 1964). In addition, the enormous amount of research achieved in
industry regarding employee-ranked preferences of job aspects has pro-
vided further evidence for assuming that wages are not as essential a
factor as other components of the environment may be (Katz & Kahn, 1952;
Hersey & Blanchard, 1972).
Other proponents of the "human relations movement" would view eco-
nomic factors as highly overemphasized and stress the importance of sa-
tisfaction of social and ego needs. The personal relationships between
workers is one such crucial aspect of job satisfaction. In fact, Elton
Mayo, originator of much of this field's foundations, stated that "man's
desire to be continuously associated in work with his fellows is a strong,
if not the strongest human characteristic" (Vroom, 1964). The importance
of fulfilling this need is also evidenced at the physician-nurse level of
interaction. Bates (1970) has asserted that "an interpersonal relation
11
characterized by medical author i tar i ans and nursing's dependence blocks
realization of the full potential of the doctor-nurse team. . .Conse-
quently, patient care suffers accordingly. 11
I nteract ion is effective inasmuch as it provides the worker with
opportunities to share and reinforce similar attitudes, gain acceptance,
1 earn from individual differences and strengthen organizational and group
goals. Negative relationships can seriously hinder task completion as
well as create or augment problems of absenteeism and turnover. Richards
and Dobyns (1957) suggest that if there are any major physical or spatial
technological factors which restrict opportunities for interaction, mem-
bership needs will be frustrated and higher needs will not be activated.
Van Zelst (1953) found that when employees were allowed to work beside
others they had chosen, turnover and production costs dropped.
In addition, to the degree that group formation achieves a high
stability over time, new sources of motivation and new goals are gener-
ated among the members (Sheriff, 1968). Once more, studies of job com-
ponents ranked by importance have shown that workers rate interaction
among the top qualities of a satisfying job (Piedmont, 1972; Stamps 6
Prenney, 197^; Hersey & Blanchard, 1972).
Autonomy is the quality or state of being independent, free and
self-directing. In the case of professions, autonomy refers most of all
to control over the content of work, as well as the decisive power in-
volved or required from the job. The great majority of authors in the
organizational behavior field point to the importance of permitting each
individual to progress towards the development of a more autonomous
per-
sonality-Abraham Maslow (1964), Chris Argyris (1973), Douglas McGregor
12
(1964) and Hersey and Blanchard (1972), are but a few examples.
Health care employees have probably undergone some of the most sig-
nificant struggles in their search for autonomy. Physicians are at pres-
ent being exposed to changes in their role at hospitals around the coun-
try where the tendency for doctors to be on full-time salary seems to be
increasing. Although it has been proposed that such a shift from the pre
vious system would increase hospital effectiveness and improve patient
care (Roemer, 1971), this would certainly bring modifications in the
actual self-directing attitude of the medical profession. In relation
to the original position of doctors as decidedly autonomous and dominant,
Friedson (1970) writes:
. .
.when we turn to look at occupations engaged in such a
complex division of labor as is found in the field of health
. .
.we find that the only occupation which is truly autono-
mous is medicine itself. It has the authority to direct and
evaluate the work of others without in turn being subject to
formal direction and evaluation by them. Paradoxically, its
autonomy is sustained by the domi nance of its expertise in
the division of labor. It is true that some of the occupa-
tions it dominates— nursing, for example—claim to be profes-
sions. But surely there is a critically significant differ-
ence between the dominant professions and those others who
claim the name but do not possess the status.
Other authors have rather strongly advocated for the termination of such
a distinction, from asserting that the physician's dominance "stems
partly from feelings of guilt and i nadequacy-an occupational hazard of
medicine" (Levy, 1970), to McGraw's (1970) definition;
. . .the doctor remains the recognized leader of the health
care team and strongly influences its directions. Described
as the last of the autocrats, he tends to consign the other
allied personnel to a nonprofessional limbo, regarding these
persons as working for him rather than working for the pa-
13
tient. He considers these persons as his servants rather
than as associates or colleagues.
Nurses, on the other hand, have begun their own plea and battle for
recognition of their decision-making potentialities. Rivera's (1971) ar-
ticle in Puerto Rico's main nursing journal recommends in no uncertain
terms the renovation of the community's and physician's attitudes towards
nurses as chiefly a group of "obedient and sacrified" individuals. This
attitude, she claims, has a considerable psychological effect on the pro-
fession, and fosters a position of pessimism and listlessness among
nurses
.
Status is our fourth variable of interest in the determination of
job satisfaction, and, as many of the other factors, is closely linked to
the autonomy i s sue . A pos i t i ve re 1 at ionsh i p between the 1 evel or status
of the worker's job and his/her satisfaction has been reported by a large
number of investigators (Vroom, 1964). Gurin, Veroff and Feld (i960)
found in a national study that hl% of the persons employed in profess ional
-
technical occupations claimed that their job was highly satisfying; how-
ever, only 13% of the workers in unskilled categories reported similar
levels of fulfillment. In general, reported job satisfaction varies di-
rectly with occupational level.
There can be little doubt of the high degree of deference granted
to physicians by the American community to date. In fact , among appro-
ximately 100 occupations, physicians were voted a top placement according
to prestige, second only to the status of a Supreme Court judge (Hodge,
Seegel, & Rossi, 1964). The same study did not include nursing as one of
its listed professions.
Few professionals talk as much about being professionals as those
whose professional stature is in doubt (Katz, 1 969) - Suchman reports
that several studies have shown that upward mobility is a major factor in
the decision of many lower social class women to become nurses (1967).
In general, these surveys indicate that nursing, as an occupation, has
relatively high status and prestige.
Yet, various authors (Larrinaga, 1973; Katz, 1969; Bressler £ Kep-
hart, 1955) point towards the fallacy of this picture, stating that,
since the time of Florence Nightingale, nurses have been at the bottom
or the low middle echelon of society's occupational structure. Sugges-
tions for improvement of this actual status include increased nursing in-
volvement in administrative tasks, although this may diminish their inter-
acting opportunities with the patients. Even if such an avenue of action
were viable, and given the zealousness with which doctors avoid any irre-
gular interest in medical affairs from the part of the paramedical staff,
the very education process which nurses receive acts as an inhibiting
agent. Nursing tradition has emphasized an almost blind obedience and
granted few rewards for innovation. The pattern of male dominance pre-
vails, coupled with increased age and socio-economic class advantages for
the doctors. In accordance with this, Smith (1967) has stated that:
In the hospital situation, there exist. . .special kinds of
motivation which provide peculiar personnel problems. It is
of help to hospitals that some persons who find satisfaction
in the role and prestige of being professionals may be less
concerned with the salaries of their jobs. Lab technicians,
aides, med i ca 1 - reco rd librarians, nurses, are all striving
toward recognition as professionals, striving for secure or-
ganization around special sets of skills, recognition by
other occupations of their changed status and increased pres-
tige. It is important that the significant organizations of
15
workers in hospitals are not unions demanding higher pay but
semi-professional organizations asking for changes in status
and recogn i t i on
.
The administrative aspects of the job are defined in our study as
the influence of the administration over work proceedings; the policies
towards the employees; and the amount of participation allowed the per-
sonnel in the development of such policies. Administrative elements are
highly related to the autonomy aspects of the job. The difference lies
in the realization that autonomy concerns the actual opportunity avail-
able for taking a final resolution, while the administrative factors come
to determine the availability of participating in the development of po-
licies and procedures. Administration is one aspect of job satisfaction
which is highly subjective to cultural influences. In the United States,
democratic leaders are generally well regarded and appreciated by their
subordinates. In pre-war Germany, however, such leadership was consider-
ed "soft" and unfit for administrative purposes, according to the workers
(Lewin, 1948) . Business firms in societies where strong autocratic pa-
rental control is employed are likely to employ autocratic, directive
supervisors (Li tte rer, 1965)
•
One of the basic assumptions of those associated with the human re-
lations movement is that persons obtain satisfaction from influencing de-
cisions and controlling their work environment (Vroom, 196*0 . In the
hospital setting, this situation becomes anomalous, due to the particular
division of labor which creates such phenomena as the problem of multiple
authority. The differences between hospitals and most organizations are
obvious and a basic one that researchers have focused upon is the system
16
of multiple authority/subordination. Specifically, the reference is to
administrative and medical hierarchies, with nurses as the prime example
of groups who are caught between the two lines of authority (Perrow,
1965). The problems of nurses vs. administration are further complicated
by the fact that nurses' dislike of administration might stem from the
administration's relations with the medical staff--the degree to which
management backs up doctors in administrative disputes, the amount of de-
legation of authority to nurses and so forth (Suchman, 1967).
Doctors, on the other hand, find themselves in a pecul i ar s i tuat ion
as well, appearing both as staff members, and members of the "line" at
the same time. Hall (1 95*0 has stated that at the level of final respon-
sibility, that is, responsibility for financing the institution or pre-
serving i t as a going concern, doctors are generally unwilling to accept
the burdens and tasks. Yet, in the day-to-day running of the hospital,
doctors are unwilling to accept control by laymen such as directors or
administrators. However, Goss (1963) has suggested that some doctors
like administration, even though they must express a ritual repugnance.
The variable of task requi rements is perhaps the one which most
closely approaches the aspect of job content. Relatively little research
has been carried out on the motivational consequences of job or task
variables. Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman's (1959) contention that job
content is crucial in the determination of job satisfaction but not where
job dissatisfaction is concerned, has been challenged a number of times.
Especially in the case of workers with highly repetitive and monotonous
tasks, job content has been indeed the primary cause of dissatisfaction
(Walker & Guest, 1952). Although research in this area is inconclusive,
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the fact remains that the task requirements of the job and their organi-
zation are doubtless important segments of the presence or lack of satis-
faction in most situations.
Most studies of worker morale show a high relationship between the
complexity and variety of the job and intrinsic job satisfaction. Gen-
erally, complexity and variety go with higher pay and privilege so it is
difficult to interpret these findings (Katz, 1967). Morse (1953) found
that it was possible to hold the factor of earnings constant; the rela-
tionship between the challenge of varied work and intrinsic job satisfac-
tion still held for a sample of 580 clerical employees.
Enrichment of the actual tasks of the occupation has been proposed
as a viable alternative towards increasing satisfaction with job content.
Various studies have shown that, given the opportunity to enlarge as well
as to improve the system of the division of labor, employees will show a
marked betterment of their appearance, morale, efficiency and productiv-
ity (Alderfer, 1972; Herzberg, 1967). Typically, the results of these
experiments show that overall job satisfaction as well as intrinsic job
satisfaction were higher in the enlarged jobs when these were compared to
analogous, more delimited jobs. Frequently, productivity was higher in
the enlarged situations too (Friedman, 1961). This alternative may
be
particularly applicable to the nursing environment, especially when
we
consider that these workers have already realized this need
and only
await affirmative action from administrative sectors to
implement such
i nnovat ions.
Some of the findings and observations discussed in
this section
relate the elements of work to the particular nature
of physician and
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nurse roles. Since these roles are an important focus of this study,
more direct attention will now be granted to their nature and interrela-
tionships within the hospital context.
The Hospi tal Env i ronmen t and Selected Roles
Research in the area of the provision of health care has rapidly
grown in recent years but perhaps because of this sudden development, the
quality of research is very uneven (Suchman, 1967). Yet, it would seem
that little could be more important than the dissemination of knowledge
about our system of health care, its characteristics and the resolution
of i ts prob lems
.
Within the area of health, we find the hospital, which has slowly
become the focus of scientific research, and patient care. A hospital
has been defined as many things; a place where the sick are cared for and
treated, a place to which doctors bring their patients, a hotel, a heal-
ing institution and a business organization (Smith, 1967). Williams
(1970) describes the hospital as a social institution. It is a place
where the necessary resources of society-professional skills, disci-
plines, services and faci 1 i t i es--can be coordinated and directed to the
attainment of certain predetermined goals.
Similar to our previously established assumption of the influence
of culture on organizational behavior, we find that health institutions
developed within the context of changing social norms. Family ties have
loosened to the point that now it is less possible for the individual to
receive care and nursing from his relatives than was the case a century
ago (Litterer, 1965). The history of the development of modern hospitals
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starts, according to Perrow (1965) with its
. .
.hostel or ways station role, proceeds through its ame-
lioration and segregation of illness and death within a
magi cal -rel igious setting in the late middle ages, to its
role as a place where, in addition to palliative care and
segregation of the poor, doctors could observe a variety of
illnesses and experiment a little (p. 9^7).
Patients preferred to be treated in their own homes, or in nursing homes
and only in hospitals if their means did not allow them a nursing home
environment. As society grew, family traditions and cultural values in-
creasingly allowed for patient treatment away from private homes. More
patients were brought to the hospital by the physicians, who then came
to play an important financial provider role for these institutions.
The medical doctor has thus played a key role in the development of
hospitals as a primary health care center. Yet, it has often been ob-
served that research about physicians has been difficult, if at all pos-
sible, to obtain (Perrow, 1965). Indeed, Anderson and Seacat (1957) re-
ported to the Health Information Foundation that working with doctors is
the biggest single problem in medical sociology.
What impedes the furthering of sociological research where doctors
are concerned? Suchman (1970) states that the professional responsibil-
ities and performance of physicians have not been subject to survey re-
search as often as, for example, nurses and other paramedical staff.
This, he claims, is probably due to their higher professional status,
the
individual nature of their practice and their reluctance to being inter-
viewed. In fact, Becker and Geer (1967) report an increase in
cynicism
among medical students as they progress through medical school.
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Although the conventional organization chart portrays the position
of medical staff as outside the line of authority, Smith (1967) has ob-
served physicians to be exerting power throughout the hospital structure
at all levels— upon nurses, ward personnel, upon patients and even (where
physicians were trustees) directly upon administrators themselves. The
power ascribed to the physician role is easily understood when we consid-
er that it is at this level that the crucially important productive work
of the institution is performed. Elliot (1970) further explains that:
. .
.by and large, without medical authorization, paramedical
workers are not supposed to communicate anything of signifi-
cance to the patient about what his illness is, how it will
be treated and what the changes are of improvement. The do-
minant profess i on , then
,
is j ea 1 ous of his perogat i ve to
diagnose and forecast illness, holding it tightly to him-
self. But while he does not want anyone else to give infor-
mation to the patient, neither is he himself inclined to do
so (p. 77).
Accordingly, more and more nurses have felt the need to be freed of
the tight control exerted over them by the medical specialist. The dif-
ference of roles between these two professionals unavoidably leads to
contrasting perceptions of problems and observe the patient from differ-
ent vantage points (Bates, 1970).
Unfortunately, nursing education, as stated previously, conditions
the student towards a passive role. Two case stories exemplify the ex-
tent to which this statement holds. Habenstein and Christ (1969) report
that nurses would deliver babies when obstetricians failed to show up to
the hospital. In this particular hospital of the midwest, not only did
the nurse never claim the doctor's fee, but was usually careful not to
let the patient know she had performed the delivery. When a patient did
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discover the affair, the nurse always protected the physician by finding
ways of blaming the patient. To interviewers, the nurse stated that u l
stood behind the doctor the way I have been taught to (do)." In another
case, Bressler and Kephart found that when a telephone order for an un-
known drug in twice the maximum dosage was given to each of 22 nurses by
an unknown voice identifying himself as the doctor, 21 of the nurses set
out to administer the medication (1955).
Reports and complaints of nurses in this area are many and varied.
It seems surprising that little has been done to improve their situation,
when so much research has been completed on nursing affairs. In fact, in
the health field, nurses have been the employee group most frequently
studied and are considered as docile, captive and bunched into groups
conveni ent for quest i onna i res (SI avi tt , 1 975 ; Per row, 1 965)
.
Recently, the doctor-nurse relationship has received greater at-
tention not only for its organizational implications, but also due to
its effect on patient recovery. The American Medical Association and the
American Nursing Association have sponsored three national conferences on
the subject (Bates, 1970). In September of 1971 the AMA set forth a com-
mitment to increase the significance of nursing as a primary component
in the delivery of medical services. The journal "Puerto Rico y Su
Enfermera" (1971) published the following specific objectives which
would guide AMA program activities in the area of physician-nurse rela-
tions :
K The AMA recognizes the need for and will support efforts
to increase the number of nurses;
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2. The AMA recognizes the need for and will facilitate ex-
pansion of the role of the nurse in providing patient
care;
3. The AMA will encourage and support all levels of nursing
educat i on
.
The need for expanding the nurse's role is frequently mentioned in
the nursing literature (Rivera, 1971; Larrinaga, 1973; Nursing Times,
1972; Perrow, 1965). MacGregor (i960) claims that interest here has in-
creased because there has been considerable antagonism between physicians
who want dependable, servile nurses, and nurses who want professional
dignity and autonomy. Effective action in this regard is still barely
developing.
Most professions depend closely on the collaboration of their dif-
ferent members for the effective and efficient attainment of a final
goal. It can be argued that in no other area is this interdependence as
crucial as in the doctor-nurse re lat i onsh i p , where the goa 1 i nvol ves pa-
tient health. So far, we have observed some elements which affect the
working environment of these two professional roles; we have reviewed the
process of moti vation—what is important to the empl oyee--and satisfac-
tion, which, according to theory, lays the foundation for the desire of
higher-order needs. It seems that, if closely related working members-
such as doctors and nurses--d i f fer in their interests and present needs,
friction may occur, and the necessary mutual thrust towards the final
goal may also be disrupted. The avoidance of such a clash is the under-
lying component of the development of the sort of study presented in this
work.
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The Outpa t i en t Department
This thesis was developed from data collected in an outpatient de-
partment. As such, it seems of considerable importance that the reader
become familiarized, in general terms, with this specific setting of the
heal th care field
.
The ambulatory services provided by the hospital have been known to
patients by many names; the outpatient clinic, emergency room, the dis-
pensary; to others it has signified a combination of doctors 1 offices,
1 aborator i es , or un ion hea 1 th center (Wilmot, 1965; Fa lis, 1965). What-
ever its name, it has been known to comprise the bulk of health care pro-
vided to the public and might well be said to constitute the bridge be-
tween the home and the inpatient services.
The outpatient department (OPD) is sometimes defined as a not-too-
desirable assignment among the hospital staff. In fact, there was a time
when new nurses were welcomed to the OPD with "How did you get here?
Where did you goof up?" (Durbin, 1 966) . At any rate, the duties involved
in an inpatient setting differ sharply from those in the ambulatory situ-
ation, where patients arrive in good health as well as in all phases of
illnesses. The problems of waiting time and patient flow are also aug-
mented by the increased availability of public and private insurance
plans (Durocher, 1965; Rising, 1971).
The practicality of the hospital OPD has been the subject of some
criticisms (Gartland, 1965). Some have claimed that the hospital, whose
principal role is caring for the acutely ill and whose life centers
around the operating, autopsy and intensive care units, is not
best fit
for assuming the focus of community health programs. Others
like Wilmot
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(1965) state that the needs and demands for expanded health care can only
be adequately met by the development of a coordinated outpatient service
program and that this will be true to an increasing degree in the future
if the goal of appropriate and adequate service at the "right" prices is
to be rea 1 ized.
Regardless of whatever the future may hold for the development of
the public health care system, the fact remains that the ambulatory serv-
ices are a major resource to the average individual in our society today.
To this effect, it seems of paramount importance that its organization,
functioning procedures and staff be granted a major point of concern for
research , ana lysis and improvement purposes
.
Goa 1 s of the Study
The results of this thesis will offer a description of the patterns
of satisfaction for the two health professional roles studies at Humacao,
Puerto Rico. The interpretation of these results will be related to the
theory and literature concerning the selected factors of work.
A major part of the discussion of results will be based on the
qualitative observations and experience of the researcher in the Puerto
Rican cultural context. Katz (1967) has pointed to the importance of
this sort of investigation by stating that a naturalistic description
of
human behavior in various social contexts is a prerequisite for the
un-
derstanding of man, the development of theory and the formulation
of sig-
nificant, verifyable hypotheses. Haire, Ghishelli and Porter (1966)
have
furthermore demonstrated that developing count ries-such as Puerto
Rico-
seem to merge in defined and separate clusters from
developed nations
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when need assessment and fulfillment are measured, suggesting the influ-
ence of levels of industrialization.
The goals of the present study, then, are as follows:
a) To determine what are the patterns of expectation (the importance ap-
plied to each facet of work), fulfillment (present gratification received
from the facets of work), and overall satisfaction (the combination of
expectations and fulfillment) that characterize nurses and physicians in
the Humacao OPD data;
b) To determine if any differences in these patterns exist for the two
professional groups in question and how might these reflect role differ-
ences and relationships;
c) To relate the patterns observed in these two groups to the greater
cultural context in which the study was developed; and
d) To relate the findings to two major trends in the literature on job
sat i sfact i on :
^
1. Employees who rate an item as more important, generally
tend to be more dissatisfied with that aspect of their job
than other workers (Hall & Nougaim, 1971; Haire, Gh i she 1 1 i &
Porter, 1966). Ranking and fulfillment of work facets will
be compared in the Humacao data.
2. There is a positive correlation between satisfaction of
lower needs and the desire for higher order ones (Al derfer
,
1972; Maslow, 1 964) . An analysis will be made in the Humacao
data to determine if those subjects who are highly satisfied
with a lower need (pay) rate higher order needs (status,
autonomy and task requirements) as more important.
Whe latter goal of relating the results to motivation theory ap
proximates the form of hypothesis testing. They are nevertheless pre-
sented in the context of objectives, to uphold the importance of the
descriptive goals of this case study.
In brief, it is hoped that this study will provide future researchers
with a look into the application of staff satisfaction theory and the
appropriateness of our measurement technique, when applied to the envi-




The Sett i ng
This study was conducted in the outpatient department of a hospital
located in Humacao, Puerto Rico. Because of the direct interest in re-
lating the findings to the cultural context, a description of the setting
begins with a brief overview of Puerto Rico.
Similar to many other countries and islands, Puerto Rico has
evolved from contributions of quite heterogeneous influences to become
a unique culture, rich in its customs and its progress within the arts
as well as within its economic development. A brief summary of Puerto
Rico's past and present achievements is presented by Dr. Jose Nine Curt
(1972), author of "La Salud en Puerto Rico" from which much of the fol-
lowing information has been acquired.
The island has 3,500 square miles, a top elevation of ^,389 feet
above sea level and enjoys a tropical climate which varies between 73 de-
grees and 79 degrees Farenheit. Located between North and South America
in the Atlantic Ocean, it has been called a gateway between nations, an
enriched culture and the fortunate holder of a strategic geographical
pos i t ion
.
Its population is the proud mixture of Spanish, African and native
TaTno indians, as well as other immigrants who have been attracted to the
island because of its favorable climate, rapid development and other en-
ticing opportunities. Originally a colony of Spain, Puerto Rico was
nearing its independence when it suddenly saw itself granted to the
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United States as war booty as a result of the Spanish-American war and
the 1898 signing of the Paris Peace Treaty. In 1917, the Jones Act was
endorsed, determining that, from then on, Puerto Ricans would have Ameri-
can citizenship and marking the formalization of the island-mainland re-
lations. Years later, Puerto Rico requested and received the right to
elect its own governor, the most important figure in the island, as well
as other measures which allowed a certain degree of autonomy to its peo-
ple. The actual political status of the island, ratified since 1952, is
termed the "Estado Libre Asociado" (Commonwealth of Puerto Rico), and in-
volves a mechanism where the island is neither a state nor independent of
the union. Puerto Rico, then, receives Federal aid and private American
investments, in return for the use of its land, human resources and other
benefits and rights to the United States.
The island's economic development has grown to unexpected heights
since the 19**0's. In fact, Puerto Rico ranks among the top countries of
the world today, concerning the rate of its growth and financial develop-
ment. However, growth brings with it many problems, especially for this
island. The environmental dangers and diluting of cultural strongholds
go hand-in-hand with the economic difficulties. In relation to this lat-
ter aspect, Tobin (1975) writes:
.Puerto Rico's rapid economic growth since 19^7 has been
accompanied by a rapid transformation to an industrial export
economy. ... It has chosen a development strategy which
places heavy reliance on external resources— as a result,
something like half of the tangible reproducible assets on
the Island are externally owned.
Puerto Rico is densely populated and its per capita
income is among
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the highest in America. The deception of such a unit of measurement is
seen when we observe that, in 1970, 65.7% of the families had an annual
income below the $5,000 mark, making them, by American standards, medic-
ally indigent. The general budget reflects the great concern for health-
related matters, second in the island's financial allotment only to edu-
cational affairs (Nine, 1972).
There is a definite barrier to the health facilities for persons in
the low economic and educational brackets. At present, great efforts are
successfully being applied towards the education of the people, in an ef-
fort to make all aware of the health facilities located in the different
regional districts of the island. Less than one third of the population
was covered by some sort of medical insurance by 1972 (Nine, 1972).
Additional facilities for the education of persons related to the
health field are currently under construction or completed, like the
modern Schools of Medicine, Public Health and Nursing at the main Medical
Center in San Juan. Efforts are also being directed towards the develop-
ment of positions for these specialized fields as well as for the improve
ment of the assignment distribution system. The success of many of these
efforts have been augmented by the willingness of the medical sector to
work for the public institutions which grants them a remuneration quite
lower than that which the private sector offers. For example, the
Man-
datory Decree no. AO, applicable to the public hospital, clinic
and sana-
torium industry of Puerto Rico, provides for a minimum
i»0-hour weekly
wage of $96.00 to Registered Nurses and $81.20 to Licensed Practical
nurses (1974). The cost of living in the island is Ml higher than
in
the United States (ICAC, 1975).
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Our study's focus was on the Ryder Memorial Hospital, a private
non-profit organization located in Humacao, Puerto Rico, in the north-
eastern region of the island. The town of Humacao covers an area of k$
square miles and has clearly emerged as the primary trading center as
well as the "medical market place" for the greater service area in which
it is located (Social Inquiry Associates, 197*0- Humacao's population is
^1,200 as compared to the island population of 3,087,400. There are four
hospitals, a nursing home, a home for the elderly, a community mental
health center, and a Public Health unit just in the town of Humacao. The
following table represents the number of hea 1 th- rel ated personnel in this
area and totals for Puerto Rico (Social Inquiry Associates, 197*+; Informe
Trimestral de EstadTsticas Vitales, 1975):
Occupat i on a 1 Category Humacao Puerto Rico
Physi ci ans 65 1 3,479
Registered Nurses 62 5,025
Li censed Practical
Nurses 159 5,386
Ryder Memorial Hospital is a private facility certified by the
Joint Commission, Department of Health and Medicare. Begun as a mission-
ary venture, Ryder has over 60 years of achievement and service history.
Its outpatient department has traditionally been one of the most
demanding areas of Ryder Hospital. During the collection of the data for
this study, it was observed that patients were serviced six days a week,
generally between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Patients were
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recorded to have arrived as early as 5:00 a.m. since the system provided
the date but not the hour of the appointment. A loudspeaker announced
each person's turn and nurses would prepare the patient before the doctor
i ntervened
.
The I nst rumen
t
Cannell and Kahn (1953) have stated that information regarding at-
titudes, perceptions and behavior of people in work situations have been
most successfully collected by means of interviews and personally adminis-
tered questionnaires. Any other approach to assessing the individual's
satisfaction with his job, these authors state, would almost certainly
involve a risky process of deduction and inference.
The index of Work Satisfaction used in this thesis is applicable to
a wide variety of situations and it covers areas which may be more diffi-
cult to assess, but which may be crucial to job satisfaction as explained
by Herzberg (1968). It also carries the advantage of providing a score
(IWS) which reflects both the importance of each component and the actual
satisfaction derived, while previous questionnaires measured satisfaction
unrelated to relative importance (Slavitt, 1975). Other measures of job
satisfaction, like the Job Description Index developed by Smith, Hulin
and Kendall (1969) ask the subjects to rate some frequently mentioned as-
pects of the job in terms of their existence in the present, best and
worst work experience. From these ratings the amount of satisfaction
with the present job is determined (Slavitt, 1975).
The questionnaire used in this study was administered in
Spanish to
physicians and nurses at the OPD of Ryder Memorial Hospital.
Appendix A
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of the thesis presented here includes the Spanish and English versions of
the instrument. Doctors and nurses completed the same questionnaire, ex-
cept for small changes in items where the profession was explicitly men-
tioned. As can be observed, each questionnaire includes three sections.
Part C concerns the demographic information gathered about the respond-
ents and the subjects' answers to this section can be found in Appendix A
of the thesis. Parts A and B are directly relevant to our aims and to
these we now turn
.
Part A: pa i red compar i sons ( seal e va 1 ues ) . This section is geared
to determine the importance granted to a component of work or the sub-
jects 1 ideal ranking of the facets (see Appendix A). The analysis for
this portion of the questionnaire follows the methods of paired compari-
sons as described by Edwards (1957), and was used by Piedmont (1972) in
the first administration of the scale presented here. Each of our six
components of job sat i sfact ion (pay
,
status , i nteract ion , admi n i st rat ion
,
autonomy, , and task requirements) is compared to every other component as
to importance by each subject. This allows for fifteen possible compari-
sons from which we will acquire a frequency with which each component is
selected as more important. This number is then transformed into a pro-
portion, later to a z-statistic and finally, through a series of calcula-
tions, to a rank scale value from zero (the value arbitrarily assigned to
the least important aspect) to one. Calculations and procedures for ob-
taining the final scale values for nurses and physicians can be found in
Appendix B.
Part B: attitude scale ( subject response values.). While the first
part of the questionnaire measured what we reviewed in Chapter I as
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"facet importance", Part B concerns "facet satisfaction" or the actual
fulfillment of the components that is available from the present job sit-
uation. This section provides information about subjects-
attitudes on their current situation in regard to the components intro-
duced in Part A. This latter section has been presented to the subjects
in all previous administrations of the questionnaire. Part B, however,
has been shortened or lengthened in each case and to these transforma-
tions we now turn.
Originally, the i nst rumen t was used for hospital nurses, with 60
items (10 for each component) appearing in Part B (Piedmont, 1972). A
second administration was conducted by Stamps and Allen (197*0, adapting
the instrument to the outpatient setting and reducing the number of items
to 36. A similar tool was also given to physicians and the support per-
sonnel in this instance. The questionnaire was again used a third time,
with 72 items in Part B, and completed by nurses and support personnel
(Stamps & Prenney, 197*0.
Part B as it was used in the Humacao instance appears in Appendix
A. As can be observed, there are **8 items in it, The components evalu-
ated do not have the same number of items represented in the scale. I tern
analysis (Slavitt, 1975) has shown that both reliability and validity are
high for our questionnaire, however, and the assumption is made that all
the sub-scales (for each component) are independent, avoiding the need
for equal number of items in each sub-scale measurement. Each item
is a
simple declarative sentence concerning a specific component in the
actual
job situation, to which the subject makes a response. The format is in
the Likert style, with a seven-point scale that moves from
strongly dis-
agree, moderately disagree, slightly disagree, undecided, slightly agree,
moderately agree to strongly agree. The score for each of these responses
are 0, 1, 2, 3, k 9 5, and 6, respectively. The scores of 0 and 6 repre-
sent the extreme points, 3 being the neutral position. Tables 6 through
17 in Appendix A presents the clusters of items by component, the number
and percent of agreement and disagreement or neutral responses (which
allow us to make some qualitative statements). Tables 1 through 12 in
Appendix C present the individual response score to each item.
As can be observed, the items referring to a specific component
were randomly arranged throughout the questionnaire, so that the respond-
ent would not be aware of which of the six components was being repeated-
ly measured. Also, the positive and negative statements were distributed
throughout the instrument so that the subject would not respond consist-
ently in one direction, for example, "strongly agree" in a series of
quest ions
.
The h8 item questionnaire was selected for the Humacao sample after
a series of statistical tests performed by Slavitt (1975) demonstrated
that it indeed carried a high internal reliability (.912) as measured by
the Cronbach coefficient alpha. As previously mentioned, intra-scale
reliability tests also provided acceptable ranges (mean of .767). This
assures us that the tool measures the general concept of job satisfaction
and that each item is measuring that component cluster to which it be-
longs. Slavitt (1975) also factor analyzed the i terns , demonst rat i ng that
these had face or surface validity, or that the items were being under-
stood correctly.
As mentioned, Appendix A includes the subjects' scored response to
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each item by component. Those items in which an "RM appears are those
which were reversed so that a positive score would continuously be rep-
resented by a higher number. In this manner, a Subject Response Value
(SRV), basically a fulfillment score, can be acquired for each subject
about a specific aspect of work. For example, items 18, 28, 33, 37, If 1
^6, **9, 5**, and 61 refer to satisfaction with actual pay. A subject
could apply a top value of 6 to each item, thereby resulting in a maxi-
mum satisfaction of 5^ SRV points regarding pay.
It was mentioned in Chapter I how various authors had reported
that there seemed to be a negative relationship between the importance
granted to a component and the level of satisfaction with that aspect
of work (Hall & Nougaim, 1968; Haire, Ghishelli, & Porter, 1 966) . Ta-
bles 1 and 2 in Appendix D present this data as it was computed for the
Humacao sample. The Scale Values, from Part A, representing importance
granted to the component, wi 1 1 be contrasted to the Subject Response
Values, from Part B, representing the present level of facet fulfillment,
to determine if there is a relationship between the two. The scores are
contrasted for each profession by means of the Kendall and 'Tau corre-
lation coef f i ci en ts
.
It is also a goal of this study to determine if there is a rela-
tionship between satisfaction of lower needs and the desire for higher
order ones (Alderfer, 1972). As mentioned in Chapter I, Pay was selected
as the example of a lower need, following the postulates of Maslow's
(196*0 theory. For this purpose, subjects were divided into two ca-
tegoeis, within each professional group. Those with an (arbitrary)
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designated low fulfillment (SRV) for pay (0 to 30 points) and those with
a high fulfillment score for pay (31 to 5^ points) (see Appendix E). The
importance (S . V
.) g ranted to the components of autonomy, task requirements,
and status was then determined for each of these two groups. If Ai-
de rf er ' s (1972) statement held for the Humacao data, subjects who are
satisfied with Pay (high SRV) should have a higher Scale Value (import-
ance score) for the other components than other subjects.
Finally, combining the Scale Values and the Subject response Values,
we arrive at the Index of Work Satisfaction, the measure of overall sat-
isfaction with each of the six components, taking- into account both im-
portance of the facet to the respondent and actual fulfillment from the
present job situation. The estimate of overall work satisfaction is ob-
tained through Piedmont's (1972) method (Appendix D) . From Tables 1
through 11 in Appendix C we acquire the mean value of the subjects ful-
fillment scores. A weighted component for each profession is obtained
by combining the importance scores (Scale Values) and the fulfillment
scores (Subject Response Values); the weighted component is then divided
by the maximum possible weighted component value to arrive at the
Index
of Work Satisfaction for each component of work by profession.
Subjects and Administration of the Questionnai re
Out of a total of 30 physicians who provided their
services to the
outpatient department at Ryder Memorial Hospital during
the summer of
1975, 22 doctors (73%) completed the instrument.
Most doctors were part-
time employees and were paid a flat fee for their
services at Ryder. •
Each subject was supplied with a copy of the questionnaire,
a letter ad-
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dressed to him explaining the purpose and origin of the study, plus a
brief verbal orientation to our concern with the study of satisfaction of
health personnel. Physicians were granted a week to complete the instru-
ment after the hospital administration had informed them of the research-
ers 1 presence
.
Sixteen out of a total of 22 (72%) nurses were interviewed by the
three researchers in charge of this task. A joint meeting of the re-
searchers, the Executive Director of Ryder Hospital, the Medical Director
of the hospital and the hospital Head Nurse, was held and it was deter-
mined that it would be wise to administer the nurses' questionnaires per-
sona 1
1 y . The instrument had been constructed in English and since it
would be its first application in the translated Spanish form, it seemed
advisable for a researcher to be present to elucidate any doubts about
the requirements of the questions.
The hospital Head Nurse arranged for a consulting room to be used
in this procedure. Each researcher conducted individual interviews and
other nurses were called in, once each questionnaire was completed (ap-
proximately every ^5 minutes).
Efforts were made to ascertain that each researcher would conduct
the interviews in the same manner. An initial introduction was followed
by a brief orientation to the study's aims. The researchers then pro-
ceeded to explain the questionnaire, reading the instructions and repeat-
ing several times the confidentiality with which each response would be
kept
.
The researchers were in charge of annotating the responses. For
Part B of the questionnaire, the Likert-style responses and their corre-
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sponding numbers were presented to each subject in a card which they held








Moderate 1 y 5
Strongly 6
In short, efforts were made to administer the questionnaire to all
subjects as uniformly as possible, and according to the indications sug-
gested by the interviewing models of authors like Cannell and Kahn (1958)





This section of the study describes the final results for both
professional groups, acquired from Parts A and B of the questionnaire.
All calculations and the raw data appear in Appendices A through D.
Paired Comparisons (Part A)
The first step in the analysis is to present how each of the two
groups ranked each of the six components of work satisfaction. Table 1
below shows this ranking and the scale values of each component as deter
2
mined by the groups.
Table 1: Doctors' and Nurses' Scale Values of the Components
of Work Satisfaction
NURSES PHYSICIANS
Work Satisfaction Sea 1 e Work Satisfaction Sea 1 e
Component Value Component Value
Pay .0003 Pay .0003
Admi n i strat ion .083 Admi n i st rat i on .066
Status .175 Task Requirements
• 139
Autonomy . 197 1 nteract i on .m
1 nttyact i on .251 Status .277
Task Requi rements .292 Autonomy . 33A
The components are presented in order of low to high importance,
as determined by each of the professional groups.
note must be made regarding the .000 value attributed to the
least important component, pay, for both groups. The scale values are
computed by a statistical method called "paired comparisons" (presented
in Appendix B) and they represent relative distances between scores.
Zero is taken as the arithmetic starting point. The zero weight should
not be interpreted as meaning that this component has no significance as
a work satisfaction component; however, the zero weight does indicate
As can be seen from this table, both doctors and nurses ranked pay
and administration as the least important factors of the six components
of work satisfaction. Doctors rated task requirements and interaction in
third and fourth place of importance, while nurses ranked status and auto-
nomy as their third and fourth components in importance. It can be ob-
served that, out of these four least important factors, in three cases,
the nurses assigned a higher importance value to the factors than doctors
did, as exemplified by the scale values. However, the inverse is true of
the two most important components for each group; whereas doctors ranked
status and autonomy as most important, assigning these the values of
.277 and .33^ respectively, nurses rated interaction and task require-
ments as most important, granting these the values of .251 and .292,
respect i vel y
.
Doctors in this sample seem to follow the pattern of the tradition-
al (Maslow, 1964) hierarchy closer than nurses do. The one possible ex-
ception is the component of task requirements, a concept which the re-
searcher believes to be closer to the sel f -actual i zat i on or top portion
of the hierarchy, and to which doctors applied a central position in
thei r ranki ng.
that pay is less important to both groups than the other components
(Stamps & Al len, 197*0 -
^Scale Values (the importance score regarding each component) are
determined by each profession as a total group score. Using the method
of Paired Comparisons (Edwards, 1957), therefore, allows no determina-











Doctors = [[H Nurses =
Pay Admi ni strati on Interaction Status Task
Requi rements
Autonomy
Figure 1: Relative Importance of the Components of Work
for Doctors and Nurses
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the final scale values between doc-
tors and nurses at Ryder Hospital's 0PD. As can be observed, there is no
difference in the ordering of pay and administration between the two
groups. These two components were also ranked lowest by both doctors and
nurses. The largest discrepancies are shown in task requirements (which
doctors ranked as third least important, nurses as most important) and
autonomy (which nurses ranked as third most important, doctors as most
important) .
The results of Part B of the questionnaire will be presented by
professional group. The information is drawn from Appendices A and C.
The following section will attempt to construct a profile of each of the
two groups included in this study.
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Nurses_. Tables 2 below presents the fulfillment (mean SRV) scores
Table 2: Nurses' Present Fulfillment Va 1 ties (SRV)
Work Sat isfact ion
Component
Mean Subject
Response Va 1 ues
Ad j us tment Ad j usted
Mean SRV 5
Task Requi rements 15.63 1.43 22.35
Pay 26.69 1.11 29.63
Autonomy 19.13 2.00 38.26
Adm i n i s t ra t i on AO. 10 AO. 10
1 nteract i on 4i .00 41 .00
Status 35.89 1.43 51.32
for nurses at the Humacao 0PD. The subject response values appear trans-
formed, so that task requirements, autonomy, pay and status SRV's have
been multiplied by a factor which sets all components to an equal number
of 10 items per component, just as administration and interaction did,
originally. As can be observed, nurses are receiving more fulfillment
from the components of status, interaction and administration, less ful-
fillment from the elements of task requirements, pay and autonomy.
What follows next is a brief overview of the nurses' responses to
each component cluster, as acquired from Tables 8 through 13 from Appen-
dix A. This summary presents the component items in the order in which
they were fulfilled for the nurses' group.
Task requirements: Adjusted mean SRV = 22.35- Nurses seem overall
in agreement about the faults of the organization of work at the 0PD of
Ryder Hospital: 87-5% claim that there is too much paper work required
by administration; yet 56.3% agree that they have time to discuss patient
care problems with other personnel; 93-8% state that the quality of care
^Low values indicate low fulfillment with the component.
<*3
would improve if they had more time to dedicate to each patient, pointing
to the subject of overwork! ng
.
This is also evidenced in item 19 where
81.3% of the nurses agree that they could do a better job if there was
not so much to do all the time. Eighty-seven percent, however, claim
that time does go by quickly when working at the OPD.
Pay: Adjusted Means SRV = 29. 63. Seventy-five percent of the nurses
agree that their present salary is satisfactory; 62.6% agree that they
are not satisfied with the present rate of increases in pay, and 75%
&® request an up-grading of pay schedules. However, there appear to be
little open alternatives for these workers, since ^7.3% state that,
in comparison to other hospitals, the pay at Ryder i s at least adequate.
The dissatisfaction with pay is further evidenced by the nurses' responses
to item A1. The nurses here show that fairness in the distribution of
salaries is perceived to be offset by the possibility of existing favor-
itism from the administration towards selected employees. A substantial
portion (81,^5%) of the sample disagrees with the statement that a viable
solution to this dissatisfaction may be through organization of workers
and, if necessary, through an employee strike.
Autonomy: Adjusted mean SRV = 38.26. Actual fulfillment of auto-
nomy needs is higher than for pay and for task requirements. Seventy-
five percent of the nurses claim they are not asked to do things for pa-
tients which are against their better judgment; 68.8% do not feel they
are supervised more than they need to be and 87.5% disagree with the
statement that says that they have little direct control over their work.
Fifty percent agree that they have the freedom to make important de-
cisions and know that they will have their supervisors' approval.
kk
Administration: Adjusted mean SRV = 40.10. In general, nurses
seem to be satisfied with the degree of opportunities of advancement
for nurses at Ryder (93.8%). Eighty-seven percent agree with the state-
ment that the hospital cares for the welfare of the nursing staff and
75. U claim that enough consulting with them is conducted about daily
problems and procedures. Sixty-eight percent of the nurses believe that
the organization of work at the OPD is adequate, and agree that
patient needs are given top priority.
Interaction: Adjusted mean SRV = 41.00. Nurses are generally sat-
isfied with their relationship with other nurses, and the same is true
of their relationship with doctors. Seventy-five percent agree that
nurses in the OPD are friendly and outgoing. 75.1% feel the nursing team
is like "one big, happy family", and the same percent denies the exist-
ence of rank consciousness among the nursing staff. Eighty-seven percent
agree that there is teamwork among nurses at Ryder's OPD. Seventy-five
percent claim this is true even in moments of rush, Seventy-five percent
agree that doctors and nurses work as a team; eighty-one percent also
claim that doctors appreciate and understand the nurses 1 work.
Status: Adjusted mean SRV = 51.32. There is overall, a high ful-
fillment of status needs among the nurses at Ryder Hospital's OPD. One
hundred percent claim it makes them proud to talk about their job to
others; 87.5% feel that their job is truly significant; 93.8% disagree
with the statement that their job does not require much skill or "know-
how." To confirm all this, 87.5% state that they would go into nursing
again, if the decision were presented to them,
*5
Phys i ci ans
The following table presents the doctors' mean SRV and adjusted
mean SRV, acquired from their responses to Part B of the questionnaire.





Adj ustment Adj usted
Mean SRV
Pay 30.77 1.11 34.16
Task Requirements 26.59 1.^3 38.02
Adm i n i strat i on kO. 36 ho . 36
1 nteract i on ^7.27 A7.27
Status 35.36 1.43 50.27
Autonomy 27- 6A 2.00 55.28
This table shows that doctors are receiving most fulfillment in their
present situation from the autonomy, status and interaction aspects, less
fill f 1 11 men t from pay, task requi rements and administration. What fol lows
is a brief overview of the doctors' responses to the work satisfaction
component cl usters.
Pay: Adjusted mean SRV = 3^* - 1 6 . Fifty-nine percent of the doctors
state that their present salary is satisfactory; 68.2? state that, still, an
up-grading of pay schedules for doctors is needed at the hospital. Al-
though these answers are not as extreme as the nurses' overall responses,
two items are highly similar: and k3. Seventy-seven percent of the
doctors perceive that none may get better pay than others because of
favoritism (as compared to nurses' 75.U); 81.8? of the doctors also dis-
agree with organizing and striking as the solution to the problems about
salary (as compared to nurses' B\.k%). It is reasonable to assume that
both professional groups seem loyal to the administration at Hyder, rejecting
the avenue of striking as a solution to their needs.
Task requirements: Adjusted mean SRV = 38.02. Fifty percent of
the doctors agree that there is too much paper work required of them (as
compared to nurses' 87.5%). Only 18.2% agree that they do not spend
enough time with each patient, but 63.6% feel that there is time to
discuss patient care problems with other personnel. Seventy-seven per-
cent agree that time does pass by quickly at work.
Administration: Adjusted mean SRV = 40.36. In relation to doctors'
perception of the effects of administration, 72.7% agree that there is no
gap between the administration and doctors; 30.3% state that the adminis-
trative procedures do not interfere with patient care. Eighty-six percent
are satisfied with the way work is organized; only 5^.6% feel they are
consulted about problems and procedures. Seventy-two percent claim that
there is ample opportunity for progress within the organizational struc-
ture of the OPD.
Interaction: Adjusted mean SRV = 47.27. Doctors are more in agree-
ment with each other about the items regarding interaction than they were
about pay, task requi rements and administration. Similar to the nurses'
responses, the perception of the doctor-nurse relationship is as posit-
ive as the perception of the relationship among doctors. Seventy-seven
percent state there is good teamwork between nurses and doctors; 35*5%
claim that nurses do appreciate and understand doctors' efforts; and
81,8% agree that nurses do indeed cooperate with the doctors. Ninety
percent state there is no rank consciousness among doctors; and 77-3%
agree that doctors are often like a family. An interesting point arises
from doctors 1 responses to item 21. Similar to the nurses
1 {75%) re-
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sponse, doctors (81.1%) claim that they help each other even in times
of rush.
Status: Adjusted mean SRV = 50.57. Doctors are, overall, highly
positive in their perception of medicine as a profession. Ninety percent
believe their job is important, significant (8l.8%), and requires much
skill (90.0%). Ninety percent are satisfied with their activities and
81.8% state it makes them proud to talk about their job to others.
Autonomy: Adjusted mean SRV = 55.28. Ninety-five percent of the
doctors feel they are not supervised more than they need to be. Other
items regarding autonomy present approximately the same positive response:
90.9% disagree with the statement that they have little control over their
work and the same percent claim they are not required to do things for
patients that may be against their better professional judgments.
Table A shows the order of fulfillment with the components for
both professional groups. In short, doctors and nurses differed more in
their actual fulfillment with autonomy than they did about the remaining
components of work.
Table k: Rank Order of Doctors 1 and Nurses' Present Fulfillment
with the Components of Work (1 = low fulfillment; 6 = high fulfillment)
Work Satisfaction Present Fulfillment with the Components
Components Nurses Doctors D i f ference
(Nurses-Doctors)
Pay 2 1 1
Status 5 1
Autonomy 3 6 3
1 nt eract i on 5 1
Task Requ i remen ts 1 2 1
Admi ni strat ion h 3 1
Figure 2 represents a pictorial comparison in the form of a histo-
gram, between doctors' and nurses' fulfillment with the components of

















Admi nistration Interaction Status Autonomy
Figure 2. A Comparison of Doctors 1 and Nurses' Present Fulfillment
with the Components of Work
I ndex of Work Sat i sfact ion and Inter-scale Anal yses
The following table presents the final values of Parts A and B of
the questionnaire, as well as the indices of work satisfaction (IWS), ac-
quired from Appendix D. As previously explained, the Index of Work Sat-
isfaction represents the combined values of importance granted to a com-











Ful f i 1 lment
Score (SRV)
IWS
Do rforc; 1I-'W V— L W 1 o
1 mportance
Score (SV)
Ful f i 1 lment
Score (SRV)
IWS
Pay .000 29.63 .00 .000 34.16 .00
Admi n i s-
trat ion .083 AO. 10 .67 .066 40. 36 .67
Status
• 175 51.32
• 99 • 277 50.57 .84
Autonomy
• 197 38.26 .60
• 334 55.28 .92
1 nter-






.37 .139 38.02 .51
Nurses
,
As can be observed from Table 5, nurses were most satis-
fied with the components of status, interaction and administration.
This latter component of status was extremely satisfied, while there was
little difference between the satisfaction levels of the components of
interaction, administration and autonomy.
The order of importance and fulfillment with the components was
statistically analyzed to discover if a relationship existed between
these two determinants of satisfaction in the nurses 1 data. This analy-
sis directly related to goal Dl of the study's objectives statement. An
insignificant (p ^.^26) correlation of =.066 was found with the method
7
of Kendall's correlation coefficient.
All values presented here are group scores. Significant differ-
ences between these values were not determined, since each component must
be treated as a variable and only two scores per variable were available.
Therefore, the condition of repeated measurement, necessary to determine
mean and variance of a distribution of scores, is not met, not allowing a
significant difference analysis. However, scores can be contrasted by
means of the histograms presented and the ordering may be compared from
Table 8 in this chapter.
^Nonparametr ic tests are used throughout the analysis because these
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Goal D2 in Chapter I referred to the relationship between fulfill-
ment of lower needs and the importance granted to higher needs. We se-
lected the component of pay as the example of a lower need, to be con-
trasted with the subjects' ranking of importance (Scale Value) of status,
task requirements and autonomy. Table 6 shows the results of this analy-
sis for the nurses' sample at Ryder Hospital's OPD.
Table 6: Ranking of Importance of Status, Autonomy and Task Requirements
by Nurses Who Were Low or Highly Fulfilled with the Component of Pay









N = 8 .120
.398 .190
High (31-54
points) N = 8 .161 .3^0 .141
As can be observed, there were 8 nurses with a pay SRV of 30 points
or less and 8 nurses with a pay SRV of 31 or more (from Table 1, Appendix
C) . The expectation was that subjects with a high fulfillment (SRV) with
pay would apply a higher ranking to the three other factors than subjects
with a low pay fulfillment (SRV) . As shown, the expectation holds for
the component of status. The process is reversed in the case of the com-
ponents of autonomy and task requirements, where nurses who had a low ful
fil Iment with pay actually applied a higher ranking to these components
than nurses who had a high fulfillment with pay, in terms of numerical
maker fewer assumptions about the population than parameteric tests make
Also, nonparametr ic tests are applicable to ordinal data—as is the case
in this study—whereas standard parametric tests require at least inter-
val-type data (Tuccy, 1975).





As Table 5 shows, doctors were most satisfied with the
components of autonomy, status and interaction, and least satisfied with
the aspects of pay administration and task requirements. The Indices of
Work Satisfaction are more evenly distributed for the doctors' sample
than these were for nurses, as the IWS columns show. Figure 3 represents































Administration Interaction Autonomy Status
Figure 3: Index of Work Satisfaction (IWS) by Components
of Work for Doctors and Nurses at Ryder Hospital
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The relationship between importance (Scale Values) and fulfillment
(Subject Response Values) of the components (Goal D2) is quite interest-
ing for the physician data. A close scrutiny of the three columns per-
taining to the doctors' values in Table 5 reveals that there is hardly
any shift in the ordering of components according to importance, present
fulfillment and overall satisfaction. In this case, the correlation be-
tween importance and fulfillment yielded highly significant results (.866,
p < .008, Kendall), but these values were in the opposite direction than
was expected. We had observed how the theory predicted negative correla-
tions between importance and fulfillment; the doctors 1 data in this study
present a clear reversal, however, offering the conclusion that, for this
sample, the less the importance granted to a component, the less its act-
ual fulfillment in the present job situation.
Table 7 presents the final values for doctors, regarding our second
concern (Goal D2)
,
the relationship between satisfaction of lower needs
and the importance granted to higher order needs.
Table 1\ Ranking of Importance of Status, Autonomy and Task
Requirements by Doctors Who Were Low or Highly Fulfilled with










N = 9 .210 .220 .310
High (31-54
po i nts) N = 13 .29^ .168 .298
From Tables 22-29, Appendix B.
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As was the case for the nurses, the doctors 1 data shows that the
expectation of "high pay fulfillment— higher ranking of higher needs' 1
holds for the component of status, but not for the factors of task re-
quirements and autonomy. In both professional groups, it was shown that
a high fulfillment of monetary needs did accompany an increase in import-
ance for the higher need of status, but the process was reversed for the
factors of autonomy and task requirements.
Table 8 presents a summary of nurses' and doctors' ordering of im-
portance and fulfillment with the components of work satisfaction. This
table shows these final values represented by numerical rankings from 1
(low importance, fulfillment or overall satisfaction) to 6 (high import-
ance, fulfillment or overall satisfaction) for each group.




and Overall Satisfaction (IWS) with the Components of Work as
Determined by Nurses and Doctors at Ryder Hospital's OPD
NURSES DOCTORS
Work Factor SV SRV IWS Work Factor SV SRV IWS
Pay 1 2 1
!
Pay 1 1 1
Admi n i s t rat i on 2 k k Admi n i strat ion 2 3 3
Status 3 6 Task Requirements 3 2 2
Autonomy 3 3 1 nte ract ion h k k
1 nte ract ion 5 5 5 Status 5 5 5




The quote which appears at the beginning of this study expresses
the ideal goals of this study: to provide information about the tradi-
tional values and practices of a different and less industrially develop-
ed nation, in order to aid in its own unique patterns of growth (Haire,
Ghishelli, & Porter, 1 966)
.
This section of the analysis focuses on the
discussion of the main patterns of responses that arose from this inquiry
into the Puerto Rican context, mainly from the points of references of
the professional roles studied, the cultural context within the study's
development and the results 1 relation to theories expressed in the litera-
ture revi ew.
Patterns of Responses and Thei r Re 1 a t ionsh i p to the Rol es
From Table 1 in Chapter 3, it can be observed that both doctors and
nurses ranked the component of pay as the least important factor of work
satisfaction. The scale value of .000 does not allow us to determine how
much lower pay was ranked in relation to the other aspects of work. This
value does not necessarily mean that pay was unimportant, but rather that
pay was less important than other aspects for the two professional groups.
Various reasons could account for this occurrence. Table 19 in Ap-
pendix A shows that 12.1% of the doctors at Ryder work at two or more in-
stitutions. Perhaps in their situation at Ryder, which only pays a flat
salary to doctors, other factors are more important. More feasible is
the explanation of social desirability. Especially in the case of doc-
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tors, the desire for money above all other factors is socially unbecom-
ing. The environment, while based on capitalist foundations, still frowns
upon someone who would consistently select pay over an interesting job,
the possibility of an autonomous position and a friendly working atmos-
phere. In the case of the nurses, this same explanation could be the
reason for their consistent rejection of pay over other factors (see Ta-
ble 1, Appendix B). 10 Even more pressure in this direction could have
been acting upon the nurses since the questionnaire was personally ad-
ministered to them. Whatever the motivation, this data confirms Smith's
(1967) statement that semi -profess iona 1 s in the hospital envi ronment--as
nurses— general ly demand not higher pay as much as changes in status and
recogni t Ion.
An interesting difference exists in the doctors' and nurses' ful-
fillment scores. Table 4 in Chapter III shows that, among both groups,
the largest difference in the ordering of components regarding fulfill-
ment is observed in the component of autonomy. This reflects what was
already mentioned in Chapter I about medicine as the only occupation
which is truly autonomous within the field of health (Friedson, 1970).
For example, the responses to item 23 from Part B of the questionnaire
shows that only k. 5% of the doctors agree that they are supervised more
than they feel they should be, while 31.3% of the nurses agreed to the
10Pressures of this sort may also be culturally determined. For
example, the same study developed in Massachusetts (Stamps & Allen, 197*0
showed that doctors applied a scale value of .\kk (fourth in importance)
to the component of pay. Nurses in the same sample ranked pay as their
third most important element of work, with a scale value of .192- In
both groups, the value ascribed to pay was significantly higher than in




It seems reasonable that nurses should receive more supervision
than doctors, since the latter have years of specialized training and
health care is an extremely delicate area. But two dangers can arise
from too much supervision. First, there is the problem of creating an
extreme submi ss i veness in the nurse. This can demoralize the employee,
indirectly affect the quality of his/her work and even directly affect
the patient by promoting a blind and unquestioning obedience to an author
ity which may not always be correct in its judgment (Habenstein & Christ,
1969; Bressler & Kephart, 1955). Besides this loss of human resources,
there is also the problem of multiple authority/subordination, a pheno-
menon discussed previously, quite common in the health field. Perrow
(1965) has stated that nurses are the prime example of groups who are
caught between different lines of authority, namely, medical and adminis-
trative. 1
1
Cul tural and Env i ronmen ta 1 Effects
One of the elements that characterizes Latin cultures and, speci-
fically, the Puerto Rican context, is the high value placed on social
contact. This principle applies mainly to the family unit, where ties
There are also cultural variables closely involved with the ele-
ment of autonomy, as Litterer (1965) has mentioned. Environmental sex
roles extend to the work setting, especially in the health context, where
the trend is for males to dominate the medical role while females comprise
the bulk of the nursing group, as previously discussed. In the Puerto
Rican setting, like in many Latin and industrial societies, the males are
dominant and perceived as being more deserving of independence than are
women (Partido Socialista Puertor r i queno , 197^) - In the specific sample
of our study, there was only one woman among the 22 doctors who completed
the questionnaire; however, all of the nurses interviewed were females.
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are constantly strengthened, but also extent to the working environment.
As can be seen from Table 1 in Chapter III, both groups ranked interac-
tion among the three most important components of work satisfaction.
We observed that in our samples' responses to the interaction com-
ponent cluster, there seemed to be a strong tendency among the subjects
to reject items that implied negative relationships within their group
(for example, see the responses to items 3^, ^5, and 56, Appendix A).
These responses referred to each group's perception of itself. This ten-
dency is slightly more noticeable within the doctors' ranks. Responses
to items 21, **5 and 57 point to this fact. Ninety percent of the doc-
tors deny the presence of rank consciousness among their group; 75% of
the nurses responded to this item in the same way. Eighty-one percent of
the doctors stated that they help each other in times of rush (as com-
pared to nurses 1 75%). Eighty-six percent of the doctors deny that there
is bickering and backstabbing among them, while only 56% of the nurses
claimed that this is also true for their group.
Between-group relationships were also rated higher by doctors when
compared to the nurses' responses. Both groups agree (doctors = 77%;
nurses = 75%) that there is teamwork among them. However, item 62 shows
that 95% of the doctors perceive nurses to be understanding and appreci-
ative of their work, while only 75% of the nurses believe the doctors ap-
preciate their work. The small tendency for doctors to show more posi-
tive responses is also probably affected by the method with which the tool
was administered. Individual completion of the instrument possible al-
lows for more extreme responses than personally interviewing the subjects,
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as was the case for the nurses.
Another interesting response from both groups is their answers to
item kS. This item stated that organizing and, if necessary, striking
would be the only possible solution to the problem of low wages at Ryder.
Eighty-one percent of both groups disagreed with this item. One possible
reason is that Ryder is a true historical institution, one of the first
structures in Humacao, and, as a nonprofit organization, the general im-
pression is one of familiarity and gratitude, which is contrary to mea-
sures such as striking. A second possibility Is related to the political
status of the island. In recent years, strikes have occasionally been
supported by different political factions around the island. Consequent-
ly, strikers are generally associated with many other connotations which
still leave this solution as indeed an extreme one. As one of the three
researchers who conducted the nurses' interviews, the authoress of this
study clearly recalls the subjects 1 surprise upon listening to item k3 .
Appl i cat ion of Theory to the Study
Two main precepts were tested within the context of the study: a)
that there would be a negative relationship between importance granted to
a component and degree of satisfaction with that component and b) that
subjects with a high fulfillment of a lower need (pay) would rate higher
needs (autonomy, task requirements and status) as being more important
than would subjects who had a low fulfillment with the low need (pay).
The statistical comparison between nurses' importance and fulfill-
ment scores, which relates to proposition A above, showed no clear pat-
tern of responses from which to draw any conclusions. A possible explana-
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tion for this lack of any clear relationship between importance and ful-
fillment of the components in this group is what Haire, Ghishelli and
Porter (1966) have alluded to as a "tendency (in developing nations, for
subjects) not to distinguish among different types of needs in terms of
importance" (p. 105). This lack of discrimination may point towards a
more wholistic outlook on reality, which can barely adjust to a forced
choice as presented in the Paired Comparisons portion of the question-
naire. Indeed, it was observed, that, while personally interviewing the
nurses, they had great difficulty in deciding upon which component was
more important among the offered pairs. The tendency was to select one,
probably more to pi ease the re searcher, than out of personal belief. This
questions the validity of the results of Part A for the nurses' data and
directly relates to the need for future applications of the instrument in
the Puerto Rican context, in order to ascertain its validity in this set-
ting.
Doctors, on the other hand, may be more comfortable with this sort
of testing. This may be due to the fact that they have received a more
extensive training, in many cases from foreign countries (see Table 19,
Appendix A), where they have probably become more familiar with an atomis-
tic perception of reality, as that which is required for the successful
completion of Part A of the questionnaire.
The doctors 1 data provided a highly significant positive correla-
tion between importance and fulfillment of the components, showing that,
at least for these subjects, the reverse of our expectations was true.
It seems that, among doctors, a high ranking of importance is accompanied
by a high fulfillment of the component in question. It is impossible to
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determine the causal relationship between these factors. It seems rea-
sonable to assume, however, that a process not unlike a justification
mechanism is taking place. It could be stated that, if factors are not
satisfied at work, the subject tends to decrease its importance, in an
effort to reduce dissonance and increase well-being. Factors which are
being satisfied, then, become the important ones, and at the same time,
the person feels reinforced since he/she feels satisfied in those areas
which are "important. 11
It is not a simple task to determine why our sample of doctors de-
viated from the expected theory constructs, and falls into what we have
assumed to be a d i ssonance- reduci ng pattern. The Stamps and Allen (197*0
Massachusetts data, in which the same instrument was used, was also now
analyzed, to determine how doctors 1 and nurses 1 rankings of importance
related to their fulfillment with the components. The relationships
found were positive but not significant for doctors ( . ^66
,
p < .095,
Kendall) nor nurses (.A66, p < .095, Kendall). These results show that,
although there may be a trend among health personnel to ascribe a high
importance to fulfilled needs, the tendency is most blatent in the Puerto
Rican doctors' samples; the personnel in the Stamps and Allen (197*0 data
show the same direction of responses, yet not significantly strong; the
Puerto Rican nurses also showed an insignificant (although negative) re-
lationship. It is interesting to note that as one travels through these
three cases, the amount of effort spent on arriving at the respective
goals for these three groups decreases, and so may the need to reduce
dissonance. In Puerto Rico, where conditions are not as ideal economic-
ally as in the United States, going through medical school often entails
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more sacrifice than in the mainland, even to the point of completing
training in a foreign country (see Table 19, Appendix A). Therefore, af-
ter undergoing more trying circumstances, Puerto Rican doctors may need
to diminish their present discomforts (low fulfillments) by ascribing a
lower importance to those factors in which they find no satisfaction.
Ninety-three percent of the Puerto Rican nurses in our sample, however,
were LPN's, which requires only a year of training. Regarding effort un-
dertaken to arrive at their position, they are therefore in even less
need to reduce dissonance than the American nurses' sample, where most
of them were UN's, a level which generally requires three years of spe-
cialized training. In short, it could be stated that, as the effort
needed to arrive at a position increases, so does the need to justify
unfulfilled aspects by labelling these as "un important
•
11
The same reason i ng expl a ins the results acqui red for propos i t ion B
.
Subjects who are receiving low fulfillment from pay will tend to regard
other needs as more important, therefore their scale values for autonomy
and task requirements are higher than those whose pay needs are being
fulfilled. The exception to this case is the ranking of the status com-
ponent. As can be observed from Tables 6 and 7, the status component was
the only case where the expectations held, according to theory. Subjects
who had a high fulfillment with pay (SRV) ranked status higher than sub-
jects with a low fulfillment of pay. The theory (Alderfer, 1968; Mas-
low, 196A) would explain that subjects in the high pay fulfillment cate-
12This aspect of the data was not investigated for the Stamps and
Allen (197M sample. It would be interesting to determine in future re-
search if the Massachusetts data also follows this pattern found in the
Humacao sample.
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gory would have already satisfied this lower need and are now in the pro-
cess of desiring higher-order ones like status. However, we saw that the
contrary was true for the two remaining factors of autonomy and task re-
quirements. In line with the interpretation of proposition A, it would
be possible to assume that since status and pay are so highly linked (the
acquisition of the latter usually accompanying the first) a high satis-
faction with pay would make subjects regard status more importantly than
when pay needs are not being fulfilled. 1 ^
In conclusion, it seems reasonable to assume that importance grant-
ed to a component is most closely linked to the present fulfillment for
that aspect available from the job, at least for the sample of doctors
used in this study. It was observed that a high satisfaction with a com-
ponent tended to be accompanied with a high ranking of importance for
that aspect of work. This implies that a low fulfillment with a need
(e.g., pay) may have the effect of making other needs seem more import-
ant (autonomy, task requirements) than if the first one is highly satis-
fied. The exception proved to be the component of status, probably due
to the strong confounding that exists between monetary fulfillment and
the perception of prestige.
'^It may also be argued that autonomy and task requirements, as
measured in our study, do not directly relate to higher needs, as ex-
plained by Mas low (1964). This explanation is rejected, however, on the
grounds that when these two variables, as they appear on the instrument,
are fulfilled, they very closely approximate Maslow's (1964) description




The following items summarize the major findings and interpretation
of results of the present work.
1. Nurses were most satisfied with the components of status, in-
teraction and administration; less satisfied with autonomy,
task requirements and pay.
2. Doctors were most satisfied with the components of autonomy,
status and interaction; and less satisfied with the components
of pay, administration and task requirements.
3. The interaction factors was ranked among the three highest in
importance by both professional groups. An interpretation of
this factor suggests that importance granted to a component de-
pends both on its actual fulfillment and on the societal values
ascribed to that component.
b. The two profess ional roles studied (nurses and doctors) differ-
ed most in their ranking of and satisfaction with the component
of autonomy. Doctors were most satisfied with autonomy, while
nurses fel t too supervi sed , at t imes from conf 1 icting author-
• , •
i t i es
.
5. In the doctors 1 sample, a strong positive relationship was
i
found between the importance granted to a component and the de-
gree of fulfillment with that component in the present job. An
interpretation of this data suggests that when aspects of the
job are not being fulfilled, subjects will tend to increase
their importance of other needs, while decreasing the import-
ance of the unfulfilled factor.
6*4
The results of the questionnaire generated a number of specific
areas in which Ryder Hospital can implement changes to increase staff
satisfaction. The fact that both doctors and nurses were little satis-
fied with the aspect of task requirements is especially disturbing in a
health care setting. This is probably affected by the lack of teamwork
and appreciation of effort evident from each of the groups towards the
other. The nurses' dissatisfaction with autonomy also points to a possi-
ble need for redetermination of tasks. The availability of progress to-
wards a level similar to a physician assistant would perhaps increase the
interest and quality of work, while making promotions available for nurses
at Ryder's outpatient department.
Most of the results found in this thesis point towards the statement
that satisfaction at work is a function of many influences: the factors
which relate to the work environment, the professional role(s) in ques-
tion, the cultural climate, and the opportunities for fulfillment of
needs in the working climate. It must be stated once more that the spe-
cific role patterns found in this study, however, reflect only the re-
sults of a unique group, in a specific section of the Puerto Rican situa-
tion. While it is expected that the findings reported here will aid
future students of the area of health organization to ascertain certain
basic characteristics of our satisfaction at work, further application of
the questionnaire in our unique context is suggested for validation of
the use of the tool in the specific context of Puerto Rico. Only in this
manner will we then approach the goal of systematically analyzing and un-
derstanding the determinants of our organizational life.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRES: SPANISH AND ENGLISH VERSIONS,
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
7**
TABLE 1: NURSES 1 QUESTIONNAIRE (SPANISH)
UN I VERS I DAD DE PUERTO RICO
UN I VERS I DAD DE MASSACHUSETTS
Departmento de Salud Ptiblica
SECCION A
( Instrucciones)
En este papel encount rar3 una lista de seis t6rminos o factores
brevemente definidos en relaci6n a qu£ piensa la gente sobre su trabajo.
Cada factor tiene algo relacionado a la "sati sfacci6n en el trabajo".
Estamos interesados en poder determinar cuSles de dstos, en comparaci6n
con los dem3s son mSs importantes para usted.
Favor de leer cui dadosamente las definiciones de cada factor pre-
sentadas a continuaci6n:
1. Paga--remuneraci6n en moneda recibida por su trabajo
2. I nteracci6n--el grado de amistad y cooperacidn entre el perso-
nal durante sus labores
3. Autonomfa--el grado de i ndependenc i a y poder decisivo envuelto
o reque r i do en el t raba j
o
k. Profesi6n y "status"--percepci6n general en cuanto a enfermerfa
como profesi6n--las habilidades, utilidad y "status" del
trabajo
5. Administraci6n--la influencia de la admin! st rac!6n sobre los
procedimientos del trabajo, las polfticas utilizadas hacia el
personal y la cantidad de part i c i pac i6n permitida a los em-
pleados en relacidn al desarrollo de tales polfticas.
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6. Requisites de las tareas--la organizacidn de labores--en gene-
ral, cuSnto tiempo es asignado al tratamiento de pacientes
y cudnto tiempo se le dedica a tareas admini strati vas
.
Anotacion :
Los factores definidos arriba se le presentardn pareados en el
cuestionario que se le ha provisto. Aparaecen sdlo 15 parejas; esto cubre
todas las posibles comb inaciones
. Ninguna pareja aparece repetida ni su
orden al terado.
Entre cada pareja de factores, decida cu31 es m3s importante para
usted en t£rminos de satisfaccidn en su trabajo. Favor de indicar su
seleccidn marcando (X o /) la 1 fnea que le precede.
Por ejemplo:
Si usted cree que paga (segtin se defini6 anter iormente)
es m3s importante que autonomfa (segun se defini6 anterior-
mente)
,
marque el espacio que precede a paga.
X paga o autonomic
Estamos conscientes de que no siempre ser3 fdcil hacer una selec-
ci6n, sin embargo, favor tratar de escoger aquel factor que usted con-
sidere de mayor importancia. Por favor, conteste cada artfculo, rro






Profes i6n y "status" o Administracidn
2. Paga o Requisitos de la tarea
3. Admi ni stracidn o I n teracc ic3n
k.
_
Requisitos de la tarea o Admi n i st raci6n
5. Profesidn y "status" o Requisitos de la tarea
6. Paga o Autonomfa
7. Profesi6n y "status" o I nteraccidn
8. Profesi6n y "status" o Autonomfa
9. I nteraccidn o Requ i sitos de la ta rea
10, I nteraccidn o Paga
11. Autonomf
a
o Requ i s i tos de la tarea
12. Admini straci6n o AutonomTa
13. Paga o Profesi6n y "status"
14. I n teracc i6n o AutonomTa




Las siguientes aseverac i ones representan estado de sat i sfaccidn en
una ocupacion. Favor de contestar cada artfculo. Puede que sea algo
dificil encajar su contestacidn con las siete categorTas que se 1e pro-
veen; en este caso, seleccione la categorTa que mds se acerca a su res-
puesta. Es muy importante que usted refleje su opinidn honesta. Favor
de no cambiar sus respuestas.
I nst rucc iones pa ra anotar
:
Haga un cfrculo alrededor del ndmero que mejor describe su actitud
hacia cada aseveracidn. La porci<5n izquierda de los ndmeros indica el
grado de desacuerdo; la porcion derecha de los ndmeros indica el grado en
que usted estd de acuerdo con el artTculo. El ndmero central significa
M indeciso", favor de utilizarlo lo menos posible.
Por ejemplo:
Si usted esti fuertemente en desacuerdo con el primer
artTculo, haga un cTrculo alrededor del n 0" bajo la aseveracidn
.
Si usted est3 levemente de acuerdo con el primer artfculo,
circule el numero "2" bajo la aseveracidn
.
Recuerde: Mientras m3s fuertemente usted se sienta sob re el artT-
culo, m^s se alejar^ del ndmero del centro (3) con "desacuerdo" hacia la
izquierda y "de acuerdo" hacia la derecha.
16, Los doctores generalmente no cooperan con
el personal de enfermerfa. 0
17. Mi impresion general es que a la mayorTa
del personal de enfermena en este hospi-
tal, en realidad, le gusta c6mo el trabajo












18. Mi salario actual me satisface
0 1 2
0 1 2
19. Cuando estoy trabajando aquf, el tiempo
en general pasa r^pidamente. 0 1 2
20. Hay una gran brecha entre la administra-
ci<5n de este hospital y los problemas
diarios del servicio de enfermerfa. 0 1 2
21. El personal de enfermerfa bajo mi servi-
cio no tarda en ayudar a sus compafleros
cuando muchas cosas se presentan de
momento. 0 1 2
22. Hay demasiado trabajo clerical y "papeleo"
requerido del personal de enfermerTa en
este hospi tal . 0 12
23. Yo siento que soy supervisado m3s de lo
que necesito y ciertamente m3s de lo que
you preferi rfa. 0 1 2
2k. Aun sabiendo que en otro hospital recibi-
rfa m5s dinero, me encountro mds satisfe-
cho aquf debido a las condiciones de
trabajo. 0 1 2
25. Los enpleados que han comenzado a traba-
jar m3s recientemente no "se sienten a
gusto" r^pidamente en mi unidad. 0 1 2
26. A veces sineto que hay demasiados "jefes"
que me informan cosas que conf 1 igen unas
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27. Hay mas que suficientes oportun i dades
para que el personal de enfermerfa pro-
grese en este hospital. 0 12 3 k 5 6
28. Excl uyendome a mf mismo, me parece que
bastantes miembros del personal de enfer-
merfa est^n i nsast i fechos con sus pagas. 0 12 3 4 5 6
29. Hay un alto grado de trabajo de equipo
entre los doctores y enfermeras/os en
my unidad. 0 1 2 3 k 5 6
30. Cree que harfa mejor trabajo si no tu-
viese tanto para hacer todo el tiempo. 0 12 3 h 5 6
31. No hay alguna duda en mi mente de que
mi trabajo es realmente importante. 0 12 3 k 5 6
32. Las decisiones administrativas en este
hospital interfieren demasiado con el
cuidado de pacientes. 0 12 3 4 5 6
33- Considerando lo que se espera de los
empleados de enfermerfa en este hospi tal
,
la paga que recibimos es razonable. 0 12 3 4 5 6
3^. Los empleados de enfermerfa en mi unidad
no son tan amigables y extravert idos
como yo quisiera. 0 12 3 k 5 6
35. Estoy satisfecho con la clase de activi-
dades que hago en mi trabajo. 0 12 3 k 5 6
36. No hay duda de que este hospital se
interesa mucho por el bienestar de sus
empl eados , i ncl uyendo 1 os empl eados de
enfermerfa. 0 12 3 A 5 6
37- La presente tasa de aumento de pagos
para empleados de enfermerfa en
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38. Yo podrTa proveer mejor cuidado a mSs
pac'entes si tuviera mis t tempo para
dedicarle a cada uno. 0 12 3 ^5
39. Hay un alto grado de trabajo de equipo
y cooperacion entre los varios niveles
de personal de enfermerTa en mi unidad. 0 12 3 A 5
kO. Lo que yo hago en mi trabajo en realidad
no llega a ser a 1 go s i gn i f i cat i vo . 0 12 3 A 5
*4l
.
Es posible en este hospital que algunos
en enfermerTa reciban mejor paga debido
a " favor i t i smo" y
M por conocer personas
que tenga influencia." 0 12 3 k 5
**2. Existen amplias oportun i dades para que
los empleados de enfermerTa participen
del proceso decisivo de la administra-
cidn. 0 12 3 A 5
^3 . En mi t raba jo , mis s upe rvi sores toman
todas las decisiones y yo tengo poco
control di recto sobre mi propio tabajo. 0 12 3 k 5
kk. Me enorgullece hablarle a otras personas
sobre lo que yo hago en mi trabajo. 0 12 3 5
A5« Hay un alto grado de "conciencia de rangos"
en mi unidad; o sea, el personal de enfer-
merfa pocas veces se junta con empleados
que se encuentran bajo el los. 0 12 3 ^5
kS. Segfln lo que he ofdo sobre los empleados
de enfermcrTa en otros hospitales, aquT
se nos paga una cantidad justa. 0 12 3 ^ 5
kj . Tengo la impresidn de que este hospital
en general--y aun mi propio servicio--
no esta organizado para servir las ncce-
sidades de aquellos pacientes que ne-
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La cantidad de tiempo que dedico a tareas
admin istrativas ("papeles") durantes horas
de trabajo es razonable, y estoy seguro de
que los pacientes no sufren por ello. 0 12 3 ^5
49. La Gnica forma de que el personal de enfer-
merfa recibi ra una paga decente ser3 medi-
ante una organizaci6n de empleados y si
es necesario, ir a la huelga. 0 12 3 ^5
50. Generalmente, el personal de mi servicio
de enfermerfa no actua como "una gran y
fel i z fami 1 la. 11 0 1 2 3 k 5
51. Si hubiese que decidir de nuevo, volverfa
a dedicarme a enfermerfa. 0 12 3 ^5
52. En general, me siento satisfecho con la
manera en que el trabago de enfermerfa se
organiza y se lleva a cabo en este hos-
pital. 0 12 3 ^5
53- A veces me requieren en mi trabajo cosas
que van en contra de mi juicio profesion-
al. 0 12 3 A 5
5A. Considerando el alto precio que se paga
por el servicio de hospital, creo que
los salarios de los empleados de enferme-
rfa deben mantenerse al presente nivel o
al menos, no ser aumentados. 0 12 3 5
55. No le dedico tanto tiempo al cuidado de
los pacientes como yo quisiera. 0 12 3 5
56. Hay mucha "traici6n n y peleas entre los
empleados de enfermerfa aquf. 0 12 3 ^5
57. Yo poseo toda la influencia que desee en
la creaci6n de proced i mi entos y polfticas
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58. Mi trabajo en particular no necesita mucha
hab i 1 i dad ni conoci mi ento
.
59. Tengo la libertad de tomar decisiones im-
portantes y se que cuento con el respaldo
de mis superv i sores . 0 12 3 5
60. Los admi n i stradores de enf ermer Ta general -
mente consul tan con el personal sobre
problemas y proced i mi entos que surgen a
diario. 0 12 3 ^5
61. Una recons i deracion sobre la paga de los
empleados de enfermerTa es necessaria en
este hospital . 0 12 3 ^5
62. Los doctores en este hospital general-
mente comprehenden y aprecian lo que hace
el personal de enfermerTa. 0 12 3 ^ 5
63. Tengo mas que suficiente tiempo y oportu-
nidad para discutir problemas sobre el
cuidado de pacientes con otros miembros
del personal de enfermer Ta . 0 12 3 5
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FAVOR DC I NDI CAR SU RESPUESTA A LAS SIGUIENTES PRrfiUNTAS ESCRIBI-
rNDO SU CONTESTACION 0 MARCANDO EL BLANCO APROPIADO.
1. En qui hospital o dfnlca practica usted?
2, Cudnto tiempo hace que practica aquT?
menos de un ano
m5s de un aho, menos de dos afios
m3s de dos afiOS, menos de tres arios
mis de trcs afiOS, menos de cuatro afios
m5s de cuatro afios
3- Practica usted la enfermerfa en algdn otro lugar?
sr
No
Qu6 tipo de pacicntes trata usted majormente?
hospi tal i zados
ambulator ios
as i los
una combinacidn de los arri ba rnencionados





6. La respondab i 1 i dad mds importante de los doctores y enfermeras en
esta 6rea es el cuidodo de los pacientes que vienen a vernos.
de acuerdo
en desacucrdo
7. Es muy Importante que los doctores tomen tiempo para averiguar sobre
el pacicntc como persona y su situaci<5n familiar.
dc acuerdo
en desacucrdo
8. El cuidado de la salud sc desarrolla major si se 1 leva a cago como
trabajo de grupo entre doctores, enfermeras y trabajadores soclales,
de acuerdo
en desacucrdo
9. F.l propdstto del cuidado de la salud es el cuidado de enfermos.
de acuerdo
en desacucrdo
10. Creo que la calidad del cuidado medico que se provee en esta
inst.ituci6n es muy buena.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo









TABLE II: DOCTORS' QUESTIONNAIRE (SPANISH)
UN I VERS I DAD DE PUERTO RICO
UN I VERS I DAD DE MASSACHUSETTS
Departments de Salud PCiblica
SECCION A
(Instrucciones)
En este papel encountrarS una lista de seis t£rminos o factores
brevemente definidos en relacion a qu6 piensa la gente sobre su trabajado.
Cada factor tiene algo relacionado a la "sat i sfacci6n en el trabajo."
Estemos interesados en poder determinar curies de £stos, en comparaci<5n
con los demas son mas I mport antes para us ted
.
Favor de leer cui dadosamente las definiclones de cada factor pre-
sentadas a cont i nuaci6n
:
1. Paga-~remuneraci(5n en moneda recibida por su trabajo
2. Interacci6n--el grado de amistad y cooperacidn entre el perso-
nal durante sus labores
*-
3. Autonomra--el grado de i ndependenci a y poder decisivo envuelto
o requerido en el trabajo
k. Profesi6n y "status"--percepci6n general en cunato a la medi-
cina como profes i 6n-- 1 as habilidades, utilidad y "status" del
trabajo
5. Administraci6n--la influencia de la admin istracidn sobre los
procedimientos del trabajo, las polfticas utilizadas hacia
el personal y la cantidad de parti cipacidn permitida a los
empleados en relacitfn al desarrol lo de tales polTticas.
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6. Requisites de las tareas— la organizaci6n de labores--en gene-
ral, cuSnto tiempo es asignado al tratamiento de pacientes y
cuSnto tiempo se le dedica a tareas admi n i st ra t i vas
.
Anotaci on :
Los factores definidos arriba se le presentarSn pareados en el cues
tionario que se le ha provisto. Aparecen s61o 15 parejas; esto cubre to-
das las posibles combi naciones
. Ninguna pareja aparece repetida ni su
orden alterado.
Entre cada pareja de factores, decida cu51 es m3s importante para
usted en t6rminos de satisfacci6n en su trabajo. Favor de indicar su
selecci6n marcando (X o /) la 1 fnea que le precede.
Por ejemplo:
Si usted cree que paga (segtin se defini6 anter iormente)
es m3s importante que autonomfa (segtin se defini6 anterior-
mente)
,
marque el espacio que precede a paga.
X paga o autonomfa
Es tamos conscientes de que no siempre sera f5ci 1 hacer una selec-
ci6n, sin embargo, favor tratar de escoger aquel factor que usted con-
sidere de mayor importancia. Por favor, conteste cada artfculo, no camb







Profesi6n y "status 11 o Admi n i st rac i c5n
2
'
Pa 9 a o Requisitos de la tarea
3- Administraci6n o Interacci6n
Requisitos de la tarea o Admi n i st raci 6n
5- Profesi6n y "status" o Requisitos de la tarea
6. Paga o Autonomfa
7. Profesi6n y "status" o Interaccidn
8. Profesi6n y "status" o Autonomfa
9. lnteracci<5n o Requisitos de la tarea
10. I nteracci6n o Paga
11. Autonomfa o Requisitos de la tarea
12. Admi ni straci6n o Autonomfa
13. Paga o Profesi6n y "status"
14. Interaccidn o Autonomfa




Las siguientes aseveraciones representan estado de sat i sfaccidn en
una ocupacion. Favor de contestar cada artfculo. Puede que sealgo dlfT-
cil encajar su contestaci6n con las siete categorTas que se le proveen;
en este caso, seleccione la categorTa que m5s se acerca a su respuesta.
Es muy importante que usted refleje su opinidn honesta. Favor do no
cambiar sus respuestas.
I ns truce iones para anotar:
Haga un cfrculo alrededor del ndmero que mejor describe su actitud
hacia cada aseveraci6n. La porcidn izquierda de los ndmerous indica el
grado de desacuerdo; la porcidn derecha de los ndmeros indica el grado
en que usted est£ de acuerdo con el artTculo. El ndmero central signi-
fica "indeciso", favor de utilizarlo lo menos posible.
Por ejemplo:
Si usted est3 fuertemente en desacuerdo con el primer
artfculo, haga un circulo alredefor del "0" bajo la aservera-
cidn. Si usted est3 levemente de acuerdo con el primer artT-
culo, circule el ndmero M2n bajo la aseveracidn
.
Recuerde: Minetras m5s fuertemente usted se sienta sobre el artf-
culo, m5s se alejard del ndmero del centro (3) con "desacuerdo" hacia la
izquierda y "de acuerdo" hacia la derecha,
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Desacuerdo Acuerdo
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16. Las enfermeras genera 1 men te no cooperan
con los medicos. 0
17. Mi impresi6n general es que a la mayorTa
de mddicos en este hospital, en reali-
dad, le gusta como el trabajo se organi-
za y se lleva a cabo. 0 12 3 4 5 6
18. Mi salario actual me satisface. 0 12 3 k 5 6
19. Cuando estoy trabajando aquT, el tiempo en
general pasa rlpidamente. 0 12 3 k 5 6
20. Hay una gran brecha entre la administra-
cidn de este hospital y los problemas
diarios de los medicos. 0 12 3 4 5 6
21. Los doctores en mi servicio no tardan en
ayudar a sus companeros cuando muchas
cosas se presentan de momento. 0 12 3 k 5 6
22. Hay demasiado trabajo clerical y "papel-
eoM requerido de los medicos en este
hospital . 0 12 3 *» 5 6
23- Yo siento que soy supervisado mis de lo
que necesito y ciertamente mis de lo que
yo preferirfa. 0 12 3 4 5 6
24. Afln saiendo que en otro hospital recibirfa
mis dinero, me encuentro mis satisfecho
(a) aquf debido a las condiciones de
trabajo. 0 12 3 4 5 6
25. Los empleados que han comenzado a traba-
jar mis reci entemente no "se sienten a
gusto" rlpidamente en mi unidad. 0 12 3 4 5 6
26. A veces siento que hay demasiados "jefes"
que me informan cosas que conf 1 igen unas


















Hay mas que suficientes oport un i dades
para que los medicos progresen en este
hosp i tal
.
Excluyendome a mF mismo, me parece que
bastantes doctores est^n i nsast i fechos
con sus pagas.
Hay un alto grado de trabajo de equipo




Cree que harFa mejor trabajo si no tuviese
tanto para hacer todo el tiempo. 0
No hay alguna duda en mi mente de que
mi trabajo es realmente importante. 0
Las decisiones administrativas en este
hospital interfieren dernasiado con el
cuidado de pacientes. 0
33. Considerando lo que se espera de los
medicos en este hospital, la paga que
reci bimos es razonable.
3**. Los doctores en mi unidad no son tan
ami gables y extrovert i dos como yo




35. Estoy satisfecho con la clase de activi-
dades que hago en mi trabajo. 0 1 2
36. No hay duda de que este hospital se inter-
esa mucho por el bienestar de sus emple-
ados , i ncl uyendo los doctores. 0 1 2
37. La presente tasa de aumento de pagos
para los doctores en este hospital no
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pacientes si tuviera mSs tiempo para
dedicarle a cada uno. 0
Hay un alto grado de trabajo de equipo
y cooperacidn entre los varios niveles
de medicos en mi unidad. 0
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Lo que you hago en mi trabajo en realidad
no llega a ser algo s
i
gn i f i cat i vo. 0 12 3 4 5
Es posible en este hospital, que algunos
doctores reciban mejor pago debido a
"favor it i smo 11 y "por conocer personas
que tengan influencia." 0 12 3 k 5
Existen amplias oportun i dades para que
los doctores participen del proceso
decisivo de la administracidn. 0 12 3 k 5
En mi trabajo, mis supervisores toman
todas las decisiones y yo tengo poco
control di recto sobre mi propio trabajo, 0 12 3 k 5
Me enorgullece hablarle a otras personas
sobre lo que yo hago en mi trabajo, 0 12 3 k 5
Hay un alto grado de "conciencia de
rangos" en mi unidad; o sea, los doctores
pocas veces se juntancon empleados que se
encuentran bajo el los. 0 12 3 k 5
SegOn lo que he oTdo sobre los doctores
en otros hospi tales, aquf se nos paga una
cantidad justa. 0 12 3 k 5
Tengo la impresidn de que este hospital en
general--y a tin mi propio servicio--no
est3 organizado para servir las necesi-
dades de aquellos pacientes que necesitan
prioridad. 0 12 3 4 5
Desacuerdo
48. La cantidad de tiempo que dedico a tareas
administrate vas (' 'pape 1 es 1
1
) durantes
horas de trabajo es razonable, y estoy
seguro de que los pacientes no sufren por
el lo.
o
49. La unica forma de que los medicos reciban
una paga decente sera mediante una organi-
zaci6n de ernpleados y si es necesario, ir














50. Gener^lmente, los mddicos en mi unidad
no actuan como "una gran y feliz familia."0 1 2
51. Si hubiese que decidir de nuevo, volver-
fa a dedicarme a la mcdicina. 0 1 2
52. En general, me siento satisfecho con la
manera en que el trabajo de medico se
organiza y se lleva a cabo en este hos-
pital. 0 1 2
53- A veces me requieren en mi trabajo cosas
que van en contra de mi juicio profesion-
al. 0 12
54. Considerando el alto precio que se paga
por el servicio de hospital, creo que los
sa 1 a r i os de 1 os m£d icos deben mantenerse
al presente nivel o al menos , no ser
aumentados. 0 1 2
55- No le dedico tanto tiempo al cuidado de
los pacientes como yo quisiera. 0 1 2
56. Hay mucha M traici6n M y peleas entre los
doctores aquT. 0 1 2
57. Yo poseo toda la influencia que desee en
la creaci6n de procedimientos y polfticas
que afectan mi unidad. 0 1 2
58. My trabajo en particular no necesita mucha


























59- Tengo la libertad de tomar decisiones im-
portantes y s£ que cuento con el respaldo
de mis supervi sores . 0 12 3 ^5
60. Los admi n is t radores generalmente consult-
ary con el personal sobre problemas y pro-
cedimientos que surgen a diario. 0 12 3 ^5
61
. Una recons i deracion sobre la paga de los
doctores es necesaria en este hospital. 0 12 3 5
62. Las enfermeras en este hospital general-
mente comprenden y aprecian lo que hacen
los doctores. 0 12 3 ^5
63. Tengo m3s que suficiente tiempo y oportu-
nidad para discutir problemas sobre el
cuidado de pacientes con otros doctores- 0 12 3 ^5
9^
FAVOR DE I ND
I
CAR SU RESPUESTA A LAS S I GU
I ENTES PREGUNTAS ESCRIBI-
ENDO SU CONTESTACION 0 MARCANDO EL BLANCO APROPIADO:
1
. En cuSles hospltales ticne usted prlvlleglos?
2. Tiene usted oficina privada?
sr
No
3- Cu^nto tiempo hace que se encuentra usted asociado a esta institu
cion de solud?
menos dc un afio
m^s de un afio, menos de dos 3nos
m3s de dos anos
, menos de tres afios
m^s de tres afios, menos de cuatro afios
m3s de cuatro afios
4. CuSl es su especial idad?
Medicina




5. Cu^into tiempo hace que practica?
menos de un afio,
m$S de un afio, menos de dos afios
nids de dos afios, menos de tres afios
m5s de tres afios, menos de cuatro afios
m5s de cuatro afios





M£ j i co
Europa
Estados Un i dos
Otro pafs (espec i f
i
que)
7. En cudl de los siguientes pueblos prnctica usted mayormente?
Humacao









8. Vive usted en el mismo pueblo 6 fuera?
en el mismo pueblo donde practico
fuera del pueblo donde practico




10. La responsabi 1 i dad mas importante de los doctores y enfermeras en
esta 3rea es el cuidado de los pacientes que vienen a vernos.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
11. Es muy importante que los doctores tomen tiempo para averiguar sobre
el paciente como persona y su situacidn familar.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
12. El prop6sito del cuidado de la salud es el cuidado de enfermos.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
13* El cuidado de la salud se desarrolla mejor si se 1 leva a cabo como
trabajo de grupo entre doctores, enfermeras y trabajadores sociales.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
14. Creo que la calidad del cuidado medico que se provee en esta insti-
tuci6n es muy buena.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo




16. Los pacientes que yo veo aquf generalmente no siguen mis consejos.
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo










M6 j i co
Europa
Estados Unidos
Otro PaTs (Especi f
i
que)
19. Tiene usted, en su practica (hospital u oficina privada) un asist-
ente de mddico ("Physician's Assistant 11 )?
Si
No
20. Si es asf, Qu6 tareas cubre dicho asistente?
Tomar historial del paciente
Tomar nota de indicios vitales de la dolencia del paciente
M Uri sticks"
Tomar muestras de cancer vaginal (Pap Smears")
Tomar muestras de sangre
Tomas notas de las citas
Otra
21. Cree usted que un asistente de medico puede proveer cuidado de






22. Cree usted que exiten diferencias entre el trabajo del asistente
mddico en el hospital en comparaci6n a la misma posicion pero tra
bajando en la oficina privada de un doctor?
No
Si
Si usted cree que si, favor de anotar porque:
23. Prevee usted que llegarS a ser compulsoria la educaci6n post-gradu
ada para doctores y enfermeras?
Si
No
24. Prevee usted el clesarrollo de nuevos exSmenes periodicos para man-




Cree usted que £sta serfa una buena idea?
Si
No
25. Prevee usted acredi tacidn compulsoria para los hospitales?
si
No
26. Si se aprobara ei proyecto de "Universal Health Insurance," cree
usted que £sto contribuiria a la regional izaci<5n e integracitfn de




27. Favorece usted el uso de "Flow Charts" y "Problem Oriented Records"
como una medida que ayudarTa a evitar la fragmentaci 6n del servicio
medico (en otras palabras, para evitar que los pacientes reciban




Table 3- PART A of Questionnaire Given to Both Doctors and Nurses
at Ryder Memorial Hospital (English)
University of Puerto Rico
University of Massachusetts
Department of Public Health
Part A: Instructions
Listed and briefly defined on this sheet of paper are six terms or
factors that are involved in how people feel about their work situation.
Each factor has something to do v/i th "work satisfaction." We are inter-
ested in determining which of these is most important to you in relation
to the others.
Please read carefully the definitions for each factor as given
bel ow:
1. Pay: dollar remuneration and fringe benefits received for the
work done.
2. Interaction: degree of friendship and cooperation between per-
sonnel allowed or required on the job.
3. Autonomy: degree of independence and decision power involved
or required from the job.
k. Status: general impression of medicine/nursing as a profes-
sion; the skills, utility and status of the job.
5. Administration: the effect of the administration on job pro-
cedures, personnel policy and the amount of staff participa-
tion allowed in making these procedures.
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6. Task requirements: The organization of work-in general, how
much time is assigned to the treatment of patients and to
administrative tasks.
Scor i ng
These factors are presented in pairs on the questionnaire that you
have been given. Only 15 pairs are presented: this is every set of com-
binations. No pair is repeated or reversed.
For each pair of items, decide which is the more important for your
job satisfaction or morale. Please indicate your choice by checking (X
or /) the line in front of it.
For example: If you feel that pay (as defined above)
is more important than autonomy (as defined above), check the
1 i ne before pay
:
X Pay or autonomy
We realize that it will be difficult to always make choices, how-
ever, please do try to select the factor which is more important to you.
Please answer every item, and do not change your answers
.
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PART A: Selection of Pairs
1
•
Status or Admin i strat ion
2
-
p °y or Task Requirements
3- Administration or Interaction
Task Requirements or Administration
5- Status or Task Requirements
6. Pay or Autonomy
7. Status or Interaction
8. Status or Autonomy
9. Interaction or Task Requirements
10. Interaction or Pay
11. Autonomy or Task Requirements
12. Administration or Autonomy
13. Pay or Status
1A. Interaction or Autonomy
15. Administration or Pay
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Table k
Part B of Questionnaire Given to Physic i ans
The following items represent statements about satisfaction with
an occupation. Please respond to each item. It may be difficult to fit
your responses into the scoring: in that case select the category that
comes closest to your responses to the statement. It is very important
that you give your honest opinion. Please do not change your response.
Instructions for Scoring: Please place a circle around the number that
most closely indicates how you feel about each statement. The left set
of numbers indicates degrees of d isagreement
. The right set of numbers
indicates degrees of a greement
. The center number means "undecided";
please use it as little as possible.
Remember the more strongly you feel about the statement, the fur-
ther from the center you should circle, with disagreement to the left
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16. The nurses here generally do not cooper-
ate with the doctors. 0 12 3 4 5
17. My general impression is that most of the
medical staff at this hospital really
likes the way work is organized and done. 0 12 3 4 5
18. The amount of money ! am presently mak-
ing is satisfactory. 0 12 3 h 5
19. When I'm at work at this hospital, the
time generally goes by quickly. 0 12 3 h 5
20. There is a great gap between the admin-
istration of this hospital and the daily
problems of the medical staff. 0 12 3 k 5
21. The medical personnel in my unit does
not hesitate to pitch in and help one
another when things get in a rush. 0 12 3 ^ 5
22. There is too much clerical and paper
work required of medical personnel in
this hospital. 0 12 3 A 5
23. I feel that I am supervised more closely
than I need to be and certainly more
closely than I want to be. 0 12 3 h 5
2k. Even if I could make more money in an-
other nospital, I am more satisfied
here because of the working conditions. 0 12 3 4 5
25. New employees are not quickly made to
feel at home in my unit. 0 12 3 5
26. I sometimes feel that I have too many
bosses that tell me conflicting things. 0 12 3 5
27. There are plenty of opportunities for
the advancement of medical personnel at
this hospital. 0 12 3 ^5
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Di sagree Agree
28. Excluding myself, it is my impression
that other doctors here are dissatisfied
wi th thei r pay.
38. I could deliver much better care if I
had more time for each patient,
39. There is a good deal of teamwork and
coope ra t i on between the va r i ous 1 eve 1
s
of medical personnel in my unit.
40. What I do on my job doesn't add up to






29. There is a good deal of teamwork between
doctors andnursesinmyunit. 0
30. I think I could do a better job if I
didn't have so much to do all the time. 0
31. There is no doubt in my mind that what
I do in my job is really important. 0
32. Administrative decisions at this hos-
pital interfere too much with patient
care. 0
33. Considering what is expected of doctors
here, the pay we get is reasonable. 0
3*K The medical personnel in my unit are not
as friendly and outgoing as I would
like. 0
35. I am satisfied with the kind of activ-
ities that I do on my job. 0
36. There Is no doubt that this hospital




37- The present rate of increases in pay for
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41 . It is possible, at this hosp i ta 1 , for some
doctors to get better pay because of
"favor 1 1 i smM or knowi ng somebody in the
right place. 0 12 3 ^56
kl. There is ample opportunity for medical
staff to participate in the administra-
tive decision-making process. 0 12 3 h 5 &
^3- On my service, my supervisors make all
the decisions, I have direct control over
my own work. 0 12 3 k 5 6
kk. It makes me proud to talk to other peo-
ple about what I do on my job. 0 12 3 5 o
^5. There is a lot of "rank consciousness 1 ' on
my unit, medical personnel seldom mingle
with others of lower ranks. 0 12 3 A 5 6
A6. From what I hear from and about doctors
at other hospitals, we at this hospital
are being fairly paid. 0 12 3 k 5 b
kl . I have the feeling that this hospital in
general—and my service too--is not or-
ganized with the needs of the patients
given top prior i ty
.
0 12 3 ^5
h8. The amount of time I must spend on ad-
ministrative ("paper") work in my serv-
ice is reasonable, and I'm sure that
patients don't suffer because of it. 0 1
*49. The only way that doctors at this hos-
pital will ever get a decent pay schedule
will be to organize and, if necessary,
strike. 0 1
50. The medical personnel in my unit don't
often act like "one big happy family." 0 1
51. If I had the decision to make all over
again, I would still go into medicine. 0 1
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52. Mm generally satisfied with the way
medical work is organized and gets done
at this hospital. 0 12 3 4 5 6
53. I am sometimes required to do things for
patients that are against my better pro-
fessional judgment. 0 12 3 4 5 6
54. Considering the high cost of hospital
care, every effort should be made to hold
doctors' salaries about where they are,
or at least, not to increase them sub-
stantially. 0 12 3 J* 5 6
55. I don't spend as much time taking care
of patients directly as I'd want to. 0 12 3 A 5 6
56. Medical personnel at this hospital do a
lot of bickering and backstabb i ng . 0 12 3 4 5 6
57. I have all the voice that I want in
planning pol icies and procedures for
this hospital and my unit. 0 12 3 4 5 6
58. My particular job doesn't really require
much skill or "know-how." 0 12 3 4 5 6
59. I have the freedom in my work to make
important decisions as ! see fit, and can
count on my supervisors to back me up. 0 12 3 4 5 6
60. The medical administrators generally con-
sult with the staff on daily problems and
procedures. 0 12 3 4 5 6
61. An up-grading of pay schedules for doctors
is needed at this hospital. 0 12 3 4 5 6
62 . The nurses at this hosp i ta 1 unders tand
and appreciate the work of doctors. 0 12 3 4 5 6
63. I have plenty of time and opportunity
to discuss patient care problems with
other personnel. 0 12 3 4 5 6
Table 5
PART B of Questionnaire Given to Nurses
The following items represent statements about satisfaction with
an occupation. Please respond to each item. It may be difficult to
fit your responses into the scoring: in that case select the category
that comes closest to your responses to the statement. It is very im-
portant that you give your honest opinion. Please do not change your
response.
Instructions for Scoring : Please place a circle around the number that
most closely indicates how you feel about each statement. The left set
of numbers indicates degrees of d i sagreement
. The right set of numbers
indicates degrees of agreement
. The center number means "undecided";
please use it as little as possible.
Remember the more strongly you feel about the statement, the fur-
ther from the center you should circle, with disagreement to the left
and agreement to the right.
16. The doctors here generally do not cooper-
ate wi th the nurses.
17. My general impression is that rrost of the
nursing staff at this hospital really
likes the way work is organized and done, 0 1
18. The amount of money I am presently making
is satisfactory. 0 1
19. When Mm at work at this hospital, the
time generally goes by quickly. 0 1
20. There is a great gap between the adminis-
tration of this hospital and the daily
problems of the nursing staff. 0 1
21. The nursing personnel in my unit does not
hesitate to pitch in and help one another
when things get In a rush. 0 1
22. There is too much clerical and paper work
required of nursing personnel in this
hospital. 0 1
23. I feel that I am supervised more closely
than I need to be and certainly more
closely than ! want to be. 0 1
2^4. Even if I could make more money in an-
other hospital, I am more satisfied here
because of the working conditions. 0 1
25. New employees are not quickly made to
feel at home in my unit. 0 1
26. I sometimes feel that I have too many
bosses that tell me conflicting things. 0 1
27. There are plenty of opportunities for
the advancement of nursing personnel at










20. Excluding myself, it is my impression
that other nurses here are dissatisfied
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29. Ihere is a good deal of teamwork between
CO 2: co —\1 v/ 1 CO
doctors and nurses in my unit. 0 11 0 J L1 c u
30. 1 think 1 could do a better job if 1 did
net have so much to do all the time. 0 11 ? 7 L c
31 • There is no doubt in my mind that what 1
do in my job is real ly important. 0 1 2 J L1 6
32. Adm inistrative decisions at this hos p 1 ta
1
interfere too much w i t h pa t i en t ca re
.
0 11 ? J 1 j 6
33- Considering what is expected of nurses
here, the pay we qet is reasonable. 0 1 2 3 5 6
The nursing personnel in my unit are not
as friendly and outgoing as 1 would like. 0 1 2 3 5 6
35. 1 am satisfied with the kind of activi-
ties that 1 do on my job. 0 1 2 3 5 6
36. There is no doubt that this hospital cares
a good deal about the 'welfare of its em-
ployees, nurses i ncl uded
.
0 1 2 3 5 6
37. The present rate of increases in pay for
nurses in this hospital is not adequate. 0 I 2 3
1,
H 5 0
38. 1 could deliver much better care if 1 had
more time for each patient. 0 11 z 3
r,
5 b
39. There is a good deal of teamwork and co-
operation between the various levels of
nursing personnel in my unit. 0 1 2 3 H D
AO. What 1 do on my job doesn't add up to
anything really significant. 0 1 2 3 k 5 6
J»1
.
It is possible at this hospital for some
nurses to get better pay because of "fa-
voritism" or knowing somebody in the
right place. 0 1 2 3 h 5 6
k2. There is ample opportunity for nursing
staff to participate in the administra-
tive decision-making process. 0 1 2 3 k 5 6
D I sag ree
H3. On my service, my supervisors make all the
"
decisions,
I have direct control over my
own work.
0
It makes my proud to talk to other people
about what I do on my job. 0
kS. There is a lot of "rank consciousness" on
my unit, nursing personnel seldom mingle




46 From what I hear from and about nurses at
other hospitals, we at this hospital are
being fairly paid. 0
hi. I have the feeling that this hospital in
general—and my service too—is not or-
ganized with the needs of the patients
given top priority. 0
^8. The amount of time I must spend on admin-
istrative ("paper") work in my service is
reasonable, and I'm sure that patients
don't suffer because of it. 0
hS. The only way that nurses at this hospital
will ever get a recent pay schedule will
be to organize and, if necessary, strike. 0
50. The nursing personnel in my unit don't
often act like "one big happy family," 0
51. If ! had the decision to make all over
again, I would still go into nursing. 0
52. I'm generally satisfied with the way
nursing work is organized and gets done
at thi s hospi tal . 0
53- I am sometimes required to do things for
patients that are against my better pro-
fess iona 1 j udgmen t . 0
5**. Considering the high cost of hospital






nurses 1 salaries about where they are, or °° *
°°
at least, not to increase them substantial-
'y. 012
55- I don't spend as much time taking care of
patients directly as I'd want to. 0 12
56. Nursing personnel at this hospital do a lot
of bickering and backs tabb i ng , 0 1 2
57. I have all the voice that I want in plan-
ning policies and procedures for this hos-
pital an d my un i t . 0 12
58. My particular job doesn't really require
much skill and "know-how." 0 1 2
59. I have the freedom in my work to make im-
portant decisions as I see fit, and can
count on my supervisors to back me up. 0 1 2
60. The nursing administrators generally con-
sult with the staff on daily problems and
procedures. 0 1 2
61. An up-grading of pay schedules for nurses
is needed at this hospital. 0 1 2
62. The nurses at this hospital understand and
appreciate the work of doctors. 0 1 2
63. I have plenty of time and opportunity to
discuss patient care problems with other
personne 1 . 0 12
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Tables 6-11
Items Used for Each Component of Work Satisfaction and
Frequency Distribution of the Responses for Doctors
Pay: Dollar remuneration and fringe benefits received for the work done
18-The amount of money I am presently
making is satisfactory.
28- (R) Excluding myself, it is my im-
pression that other doctors here are
dissatisfied with their pay.
33-Considering what is expected of doc-
tors here the pay we get is reason-
able.
37- (R) The present rate of increases in
pay for doctors in this hospital is
not adequate.
41-(R) It is possible, at this hospital,
for some doctors to get better pay
because of "favoritism" or knowing
someone in the right place.
46- From what I hear from and about doc-
tors at other hospitals, we at this
hospital are being fairly paid.
49" (R) The only way that doctors at.this
hospital will ever get a decent pay
schedule, will be to organize and,
if necessary, strike.
54-Cons i deri ng the high cost of hos-
pital care, every effort should be
made to hold doctors' salaries about


































61-An upgrading of pay schedules for
doctors is needed at this hospital. 16 68.? 4 18.2 3 13.6
Autonomy: degree of independence and decision power involved or required
on the job
23-(R) i feel that I am supervised more
closely than I need to be and cer-
tainly more closely than I want to
be
.
26- (R) I sometimes feel that I have too
many bosses who tell me conflicting
th i ngs
.
**3~ (R) On my service, my supervisors
make all the decisions and I have
little direct control over my own
work.
53" (R) I am sometimes required to do
things for patients that are against
my better profess iona 1 j udgment
.
59" I have the freedom in my work to make
i mportant decisions as I see fit, and














1 4.5 19 86.3
1 4.5 20 90.9
20 90.9
3 13.6
Status: general impression of medicine as a profession; the skills, util-
ity and status of the job.
Agree Undeci ded Di sagree
N % N
24-Even if I could make more money in an-
other hospital, I am more satisfied
here because of the working conditions. 16 72,8 1 h. 5
N
5 22.7
31-There is no doubt whatever in my mind





35~ I am satisfied with the kinds of ac-
tivities that I do on my job. 20 90.9 2 9.1
AO-(R) What I do on my job doesn't add up
to anything really significant. 2 9.1 2 9.1 18 81.8
AA-lt makes me proud to talk to other peo-
ple about what I do on my job. 18 81.8 A 18.1
51-If I had the decision to make all over
again, I would still go into medicine. 17 77.3 2 9.1 3 13.6
58- (R) My particular job doesn't really
require much skill or "know-how." 2 9.1 20 90.8
Administration: the effect of administration on job procedures, personnel
policy and the amount of staff participation allowed in making these
procedures
Agree Undec i ded Di sagree
N X N X N X
17-lt's my general impression that most
of the medical staff at this hospital
really likes the way work is organized
and done. \h 63.6 8 36.3
20- (R) There is a great gap between the
administration of this hospital and
the daily problems of the medical
staff. 6 27.3 16 72.7
27-There are plenty of opportunities for
advancement of medical personnel at
this hospital.
32-(R) Administrative decisions at this
hospital interfere too much with
patient care.
16 72,7 6 27.3
9.1 20 90.9
36~There is no doubt that this hospital
cares a good deal about the welfare of
its employees, doctors included. 15 68.1 7 31.8
^2-There is ample opportunity for medical
staff to participate in the administra-
tive decision-making process. 15 68.1 3 13-6 k 18.1
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*»7"(R) I hove the feeling that this hos-
pital in general—and my unit too-
ls not organized to give the needs of
the patient top priority. 5 22.7 1 A. 5 16 72.7
52-l'm generally satisfied with the way
medical work is organized and gets
done at this hospital. 19 35 3 3 13 6
57-1 have all the voice in planning poli-
cies and procedures that I want for
this hospital and my unit. 1'« 63.6 2 9.1 6 27 3
60-The medical administrators generally
consult with the staff about daily
problems and procedures. 12 5^.6 10 A
Task requirements: the organization of work--in general, how much time is
assigned to the treatment of patients and to administrative tasks.
Agree Undecided Disagree
N % N % N %
19-Whcn I'm at work at this hospital, the
time generally goes by quickly. 17 77.3 1 U .5 18.2
22- (R) There is too much clerical and
"paper" work required of doctors in
this hospital. 11 50.0 1 k.$ 10 't6.5
30- (R) I think I could do a better job
if I didn't have so much to do all
the time. 8 36.3 1 ^.5 13 59.1
38- ( R) I could deliver much better care
if I had more time with each patient. 1^ 63.6 1 A. 5 7 31-8
^8-The amount of time I must spend on ad-
ministration ("paper") work on my
service is reasonable, and I'm sure
that patients don't suffer because of
it. 16 72.8 1 ^-5 5 22.7
55- (R) I don't, spend as much time as I'd
like to taking care of patients direct-
ly, k 18.2 1 k.S 17 77.3
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63-I have plenty of time and opportunity
to discuss patient care problems with
other personnel
. m £ 3-6 g ^ 3
Interaction: degree of friendship and cooperation between the personnel
allowed or required from the job
Agree Undecided Disagree
N % N % N %
16- (R) The nursing staff generally does
not cooperate with the medical staff. 4 18.1 Id 81,8
21-The physician personnel on my unit
does not hesitate to pitch in and
help one another when things get in a
rush. 18 81.8 2 9.1 2 9.1
25- (R) New employees are not quickly
made to feel at home in my unit. 3 13.6 5 22.7 1 2* 63.6
29-There is a good deal of teamwork be-
tween doctors and nurses in my unit. 17 77,3 1 4.5 h 18.1
3^-(R) The medical personnel in my serv-
ice are not as friendly and outgoing
as I'd like. 3 13.6 3 13.6 16 72.8
39~There is a good deal of teamwork and
cooperation between the various lev-
els of physician personnel in my unit. 16 72.8 1 4-5 5 22.7
A5-(R) There is a lot of "rank conscious-
ness 1 ' in my uni t ; physician personnel
seldom mingle with others of lower
ranks. 1 4.5 1 4.5 20 90.9
50- (R) The physician personnel in my
unit don't often act as "one big
happy family." 3 13.6 2 9.1 17 77.3
56-(R) Physician personnel at this hos-
pital do a lot of bickering and back-
stabbing. 2 9.1 1 4.-5 19 86.3
62-The nurses at this hospital understand
and appreciate the work of doctors. 21 95 » 5 1 4.5
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Tables 12-17
Items Used for Each Component of Work Satisfaction and
Frequency Distribution of the Responses for Nurses
Pay: Dollar remuneration and fringe benefits received for the work done
Agree Undecided Disagree
N % N % N
18-The amount of money I am presently
making is satisfactory. 12 75.1 4 2^.1
28- (R) Excluding myself, it is my impres-
sion that other nurses here are dis-
satisfied wi th the i r pay . 11 68.8 3 18.8 2 12.5
33-Cons i der i ng what is expected of nurses
here the pay we get is reasonable. 6 37.6 10 62.2
37~ (R) The present rate of increases in
pay for nurses in this hospital is
not. adequate. 10 62.2 1 6.3 5 31.3
h]-{R) It is possible, at this hospital,
for some nurses to get better pay be-
cause of "favoritism" or knowing some-
body in the right place. 3 1 8 . 8 6 37.5 7 ^3-7
Frcm wha t i hear From and about nurses
at other hospitals, we at this hospital
are being fairly paid # 7 A3*7 6 37-5 3 13.8
A9~ (R) The only way that nurses at this hos-
pital will ever get a decent pay sche-
dule will be to organize and, if ne-
cessary, strike. 1 6.3 2 12,5 13 81. *t
^^-Considering the high cost of hospital
care, every effort should be made to
hold nurses 1 salaries about where they
are , or at 1 eas t , not to i n crease them
substantially. 3 18.8 2 12.5 11 ^ 8 ' 8
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^61-An upgrading of pay schedules for
nurses is needed at this hospital 12 75.0 3 18.8 1 6.3
Autonomy: degree of independence and decision power involved or required
on the job
23" (R) I feel that I am supervised more
closely than I need to be and cer-
tainly more closely than I want to be
26- (R) I sometimes feel that I have too
many bosses who tell me conflicting
th i ngs
.
^3"(R) On my service, my supervisors
make all the decisions and I have
little direct control over my own
work.
53" (R) I am sometimes required to do
things for patients that are against
my better p rof ess iona 1 j udgment
.
59" I have the freedom in my work to make
important decisions as i see fit, and
can count on my supervisors to back
me up
.






N % N %
1 6.3 11 68.8
6 37.6 1 6.3 9 56.4
14 87.5
12 75.0
3 18.8 5 31.3
Task requirements: the organization of work—in general, how much time is
assigned to the treatment of patients and to administrative tasks.
Agree Uncertain Disagree
22- (R) There is too much clerical and
"paper" w
th i s hospi tal
ork required of nurses in
N /a
19-When I'm at work at this hospital, the






30- (R) I think I could do a better job if
I didn't have so much to do all the
time.
13 81.3 1 6.3 2 12.6
38- (R) I could deliver much better care
if I had more time with each patient. 15 93.8 1 £ 3
A8-The amount of time I must spend on ad-
ministration ("paper 11 ) work on my
service is reasonable, and I'm sure
that patients don't suffer because of
U
- 5 31.3 1 1 68.8
55- (R) I don't spend as much time as I'd
like to taking care of patients di-
rectly. 11 68.8 5 31
.3
63-I have plenty of time and opportunity
to discuss patient care problems with
other personnel. 5 56.3 7 Z43 7
Status: General perception of nursing as a profession; the skills, util-
ity, and status of the job.
Agree Undeci ded Di sagree
N % N % N %
2^-Even if I could make more money in an-
other hospital, I am more satisfied
here because of the working conditions. 15 93.8 1 6.3
31-There is no doubt whatever in my mind
that what I do on my job is really im-
portant. 15 93.8 1 6.3
^ 35- I am satisfied with the kind of activ-
ities that I do on my job. 12 75.0 2 12.5 2 12.6
AO-(R) What I do on my job doesn't add up
to anything really significant. 2 12.6 ]k 87.5
kk- I t makes me proud to talk to other
people about what I do on my job, 16 100.0
51- if i had the decision to make all over
again, I would still go into nursing. ]k 87.5 2 12.6
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58- (R) My particular job doesn't really
require much skill or "know-how." 1 6.3 15 93 3
Administration: the effect of administration on job procedures, personnel
policy and the amount of staff participation allowed in making these
procedures
Agree Undeci ded Disagree




s my general impression that most
of the nursing staff at this hospital
really like the way work is organized
and done. \\ 68.8 5 31.3
20- (R) There is a great gap between the
administration of this hospital and
the daily problems of the nursing
staff. 6 37. 6 2 9.1 8 50.0
27-There arc plenty of opportunities for
advancement of nursing personnel at
this hospital
. 15 93.8 1 6.3
-32-(R) Administrative decisions at this
hospital interfere too much with
patient care. 6 37.6 1 6.3 9 56.4
36-There is no doubt that this hospital
cares a good deal about the welfare
of its employees, nurses included. 14 87.5 2 9.1
42-There is ample opportunity for staff
to participate in the administrative
decision-making process. 7 31.8 4 25.0 5 31*: 3
47~(R) I have the feeling that this hos-
pital in general—and my unit, too—
is not organized to give the needs of
the patient top priority. 3 18.8 13 81.4
52- I'm generally satisfied with the way
nursing work is organized and gets
done at this hospital. 14 86.5 2 12.5
57*1 have all the voice in planning poli-
cies and procedures that I want for
this hospital and my unit. 5 31.3 4 25.0 7 43-7
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60-The nurse administrators generally
consult with the staff on daily
problems and procedures. 12 75.1 ^ 25 0
Interaction: degree of friendship and cooperation between the personnel
allowed or required in the job
Agree Uncertain Di sagree
N % N % N %
Y
62-The doctors at this hospital under-
stand and appreciate the work of
16- (R) The medical staff generally does
not cooperate with the nursing staff. 6 37.6 10 62.6
21-The nursing personnel on my unit does
not hesitate to pitch in and help one
another when things get in a rush. 12 75.1 k 2k.)
25" (R) New employees are not quickly made
to feel at home in my unit. 10 62.6 3 18.8 3 18.8
29-There is a good deal of teamwork be-
tween doctors and nurses in my unit. 12 75-1 1 6.3 3 18.8
3^"(R) The nursing personnel in my serv-
ice are not as friendly and outgoing
as I 'd 1 ike. 3 18.8 1 6.3 12 75.
1
N 39-There is a good deal of teamwork and
coope rat i on between the var i ous 1 evel
s
of nursing personnel in my unit* 14 87*5 2 12.6
**5- (R) There is a lot of "rank conscious-
ness 1
1
in my un i t ; nurs i ng personnel
seldom mingle with others of lower
ranks. A 2A.1 12 75.1
50-(R) The nursing personnel in my unit
don't often act as "one big happy
family. '• 3 18.8 1 6.3 12 75.1
56- (R) Nursing personnel at this hospital
do a lot of bickering and backstabbi rig . 6 37.6 1 6.3 9 56.3
nurses 13 81.3 3 18.8.
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Table 18
Additional Nurses 1 Responses (PART C of the Questionnaire)
In which hospital do you practice nursing?
Ryder N - 16, 100%
How long have you been practicing here?
N = 2 (12.5%)"1ess than one year
i (6.3%)--more than one year, less than two years
0 --more than two years, less than three years
1 (6,3%)—more than three years, less than four years
12 (75 . 0%)—more than four years
Do you practice nursing at any other place?
N = 0 --yes
16 (100%)—no
What type of patients do you mainly treat?
N = 1 (6.3%)—hospi talized
15 (93.8%)--outpatients
0 --nurs i ng home
0 --combination of above
What type of training have you had?
N = 1 (6.3%)--Registered Nurse
15 (93-8%)— Licensed Practical Nurse
0 --Nurses 1 a i de
0 --Other
The most important responsibility of doctors and nurses in this
area is taking care of patients who come to see us.
N = 15 (93.8%)—agree
1 (6. 3%)"di sagree
It's very important that doctors take time to find out about the
patient as a person and about his family situation.
N = 14 (87.5%)--agree
2 (I2.5£)"disagree
Health care is best developed if it is carried out as a team group
between doctors, nurses and social workers.
N = 16 (l00%)--agree
0 --di sagree
The goal of health care is the caring of the ill.
N = 9 (56.3">)—agree
7 (43.8%)— disagree
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10. I believe that the quality of health care at this institution is
very good.
N = 15 (93.8%)--agree
1 (6.3%)— d i sag ree
11. Medicinal tea is very good for certain illnesses
N = 9 (56.3%)—agree
7 (^3.8%) — disagree
12. Patients here do not understand how medical care should be provided
N = 5 (31 .5%)— agree
10 (62.5%)— disagree
1 (6.3%)— no answer
Table 19
Additional Doctors' Responses (PART C of the Questionnaire)
In which hospitals do you have privileges?
N = 1 ( /K5^)--only at Ryders
3 (13.6%)- -at two hosp i ta 1
s
13 (59.1'%)--at more than two hospitals
1 (4.5%)--at none
A (18.2%) --no answer
Do you have a private consulting office?
N - 10 (45.5B)--yes
11 (50.0S)--no
1 (4.5%)--no answer
How long have you been associated with this institution?
N - 3 (13.6%)— less than one year
2 (9. 1%) --more than one year, less than twc years
3 03.6%)--more than two years, less than three years
0 --more than three years, less than four years
1*» (63.6%)- -more than four years
What is your specialty?





How long have you been practicing?
N = 0 --less than one year
0 --more than one year, less than two years
1 (A. 5%) —more than two years, less than three years
1 (**.5%)--more than three years--less than four years
20 (90.9%)--more than four yea rs
Where did you receive your medical education?
N = 8 (36.3%)— Puerto Rico
0 --Cuba
10 (A5.5%)"$pain
2 (9.1%)--$anto Domi ngo
0 --Mexico
10 (46. St)—United States
0 --Other
In which town do you practice, mainly?








8. Do you live right in that town or elsewhere?
N - 18 (8l.8%)--i n that same town
4 08.2%)--elsewhere
9. Arejou satisfied with the payment (salary) system at this institu-
N « 15 (68.2%)--yes
7 (31.8%)— no
10. The major responsibility of doctors and nurses in this area is the
caring of patients that come to see us.
N = 21 (95.5%)--agree
1 (4.5%)— di sagree
11. It's very important that doctors take time to find out about the pa
tient as a person and about his family situation
N = 22 (100%)—agree
0 --disagree
12. Health care is best developed through the team effort of doctors,
nurses and social workers.
N = 21 (95.5%)--agree
0 --disagree
1 (4.5%)— no answer
13. The goal of health care is caring for the ill.
N = 13 (59. 1%)—agree
8 (36.4%)--disagree
1 (4.5%)— no answer
14. I believe the quality of health at this institution is very good.
N = 20 (90.9%)—agree
1 (4.5%)— disagree
1 (4.5%)— no answer
15. Medicinal tea is very good for certain illnesses.
N = 6 (27.3%)—agree
13 (59. U)- -disagree
3 (13-6%)" no answer
16. The patients I see here generally don't follow my advice.





Patients here don't understand how medical care should be provided
N = 8 (36.'+%)— agree





18. Where did you receive your specialty training?






7 (31 .8%)—United States
3 (13.6%)—Other
19. Do you have in your office or at the hospital a Physician's Assist-
ant?
N = k (18.2%)—yes
18 (81.8%)— no
20. If yes, what are his/her tasks?
N = 2 (9. 1%)—col lect patient history, record visits, note vital
symptoms of patient
1 (^. 5%)- _ take blood tests, keep records of patients visits
1 (4. 5%) ""take records of vital patient symptoms, keep record
of patient vis i ts.
18 (81.8%) --no answer
21. Do you believe that a Physician's Assistant can provide medical care
in the fol lowi ng areas?
N - 5 (22. 7*) ~We 1 1 Baby
9 ( zi0.9^)-"pre-natal care
10 (^5
.
5%) --con t rol led hypertens ion
12 (5^.5%)— controlled diabetes
10 (^5.5%)--detection clinics
22. Do you believe that there are differences between a Physician's As-
sistant duties in the hospital and the same position at a private
of f ice?
N = h (18.21)--yes
16 (72.7%)— no




N = 16 (72.8%)--no answer
1 5%)--doctor 1 s presence makes the physician's assistant
an extension of the doctor
2 {k.S%)—a hospital patient will see anyone, at an office,
the patient demands to see the doctor
3 (l3.6%)--there are more tools at the hospital, therefore,











f0reSee C°mpuls° ry pos t_ 9 raduate education for doctors and
2k
N = 19 (86.3%)-yes
3 (13.6%)—no
Do you foresee the development of new periodic tests to keep doctors'
and nurses 1 1 icenses?
N = \k (63.6%)-- yeS
8 (36.4%)--no
Do you believe this would be a good idea?
N = 12 (54.5%)—yes
10 (45.5%) — no
25. Do you foresee compulsory accreditation for hospitals'?
N = 1 (4.5%)— yes
1 (4.5%)—no
20 (90.0%)— no answer
26. If Universal Health Insurance were approved, do you believe that this
would aid in the reg i ona 1 i zat ion and integration of health services 7
N = 5 (22.7%)— yes
12 (54.5%)—no
5 (22.7%)— no answer
How?
Those who answered yes:
1. more formalized procedures
2. more centralized procedures, better use of services
3. elimination of duplication of services
4. reg iona 1 i za t i on would improve integration
Those who answered no:
1. How would this be funded?
(2. It's unconst i t iona 1 to tell a doctor where he has to practice.
3. Health care quality would decrease.
27. Do you favor the use of Flow Charts and Problem Oriented Records as
a measure to help avoid the fragmentation of health care (in other
words, to avoid that a patient be involved with too many doctors at
one time)?
N = 15 (68.2%)— yes
6 (27.3%)— no
1 (4. 5%)—no answer
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APPENDIX B
PAIRED COMPARISONS: CALCULATIONS AND RAW DATA
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This section describes the method of analysis for Part A of the
questionnaire-the paired comparisons. Part A requires the respondents
to indicate a preference for one of two choices presented in a pair. The
six work satisfaction components are presented in every possible set of
pairings. These 15 possibilities are all listed on the questionnaire in
Table 1 of Appendix A.
The analysis of these rankings follow the Method of Paired Compari-
sons given by Allen L. Edwards in Techniques of At_Utude Scale Cojistruc-
tion, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957, Chapters 2 and 3- The data for the
nurses are presented as the model in Tables 1-6. The data for physicians
are included in Tables 8-
1 3
.
Table 1 gives the first step in the analysis: construction of a
frequency matrix of all the rankings, This indicates which one of a pair
was most favored and least favored. For example, it can be observed that
when Autonomy was presented to the subjects paired with the component of
Pay, 14 nurses favored Autonomy over Pay. Consequently, only 2 nurses




Frequency Matrix of Responses of Nurses (H) to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored
tik. Sat . Comp
.
Pay Autonomy
I nter- Admi n i s- Task Status
8 ^
act ion t rat i on Requ i rements
Pay 1A 13 1 1 ]h 12Autonomy 8 12 7 ' 6 7
I nteract ion 3 8 0 14 2
Administration 5 9 16 8 14 12
Task Requi rements 2 6 2 2 8 5Status 9 \h
1
11 8
From this table, a proportion matrix was constructed, which gi
rank order to the components. This is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Proportion Matrix of Responses of Nurses (H) to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored
Wk. Sat. Comp. Pay Autonomy 1 nter-
act i on
Admi n i s-







Autonomy .13 .5 .75 .44 .38 .44
1 n te rac t i on
. 19 .25 .5 0 .88 .13
t\dm i n i st rat i on .31 .56 1.0 .5 .88 .75
Task Requ i rements .13 .38
• 13 • 13 .5 • 31
Status .25 .56
1
.88 .25 .69 .5
The columns 1 totals from this table determine the order in which
the components will appear in Table 3. This next Table (3) shows the
Standardized "z score" for each component, acquired by means of the table






Z-Matrix of Responses of Nurses to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored






Pay 0 .496 .674 1 . 175 .673 1.175
Admi n istration -.496 0 .674 .151 1.175
Status
-.674






-.674 0 1 .175
Task Requi rements-1 . 126 -1.126 -.496 -
• 305 -1 . 126 0
The next table (4), demonstrates the computation of the column dif-
ferences and the calculation of means for each of the column 3 .
Table 4
Col umn Difference Matrix Utilized in Comput ing Scale Va 1 ues
for Nurses' Responses to the Paired Comparisons
Wk. Sat. Comp. Adm-Pay Stat-Adm Auto-Stat I nter-Auto TReq- 1 nter
Pay .496 .178 501 -.297 .297
Admi n i s t ra t i on .496 .674 523
Status 0 .674 151 1 .024 -.679
Autonomy .975 0 151 .674 -.953
1 nteract i on 151 .674 1 . 175
Task Requirements 0 .630 191 -.821 1 . 126
Sum 1.967 2.156 622 1 .254 .966
Number (N) 5 5 6 5 5
Mean (X) .39 .43 103 .251 .J93
Table 5
Scale Values for Each of the Work Satisfaction Components for Nurses






Sea 1 e Si, S5 S6
Va 1 ue .000 Tfr .82 .923 1 . 1 74 1 .367
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This table gives the scale values for each component which are com-
puted by adding each column mean (taken from Table k) to all column means
to the left. As can be observed, the nurses ranked pay as the least im-
portant aspect of job satisfaction and task requirements as the most im-
portant aspect of job satisfaction.
The one remaining step in the analysis is to put these scale values
on a 0-1 scale for ease of computation when we later develop the work
satisfaction index, described in Appendix C. In order to do this, the
scale values* re "normalized", by summing the scale values and dividing
each scale value by this total sum. The numerical ranking of the compon-
ents on a 0-1 scale is given in Table 6.
Table 6
Sea 1 e Values on a 0-1 Scale for Nurses
Wk. Sat . Comp. Pay Admi n i s- Status Autonomy 1 nter- Task
t rat ion act ion Requ i rements
Scale Value (SV) .000 .083 .175 .197 .251 .292
Two validity assumptions must be mentioned here. This procedure is
legitimate only if: a) the six components that we have identified com-
prised all of work satisfaction and b) these components are mutually ex-
clusive. We feel confident that the factors are mutually exclusive.
They may not define all of the concept of work satisfaction, but we do
feel confident enough to make this assumption for the purposes of the
analys i s
,
The data and analyses for the physicians are analogous to the ana-
lysis of the nurses. Therefore, only the tables are presented, without
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explanation of the analysis. Tables 7-13 present the data and analysis
for the doctors.
Table 7
rrequency nat rix of Responses of Doctors to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored




21 13 10 17 20Autonomy
1 1 1 9 6 k 3
1 nteract i on 9 13 11 5 11 13Admin istrat ion 12 16 17 11 12 20
Task Requ i rements 5 18 11 10 ii 12
Status 2 13 9 2 10 1 1
Table 8
Proportion Matrix of Responses of Doctors to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored




• 59 .*5 .77 .91
Autonomy .05 .5 .51 .27 .18 .*1
Interaction
.Ml .59 •5 .23 .5 .59
Admi ni strati on .55 • 73 •77 .5 .55 .91
Task Requ i rements .23 .82
.5 .*5 .5 .55
Stat us .09 .59 .*1 .09 .k5 .5
Table 9
Z-Matrix of Responses of Doctors (H) to Paired Comparisons
Most Favored
Wk. Sat. Comp. Pay Admi n i s- Task Inter- Status Autonomy
trat ion Requirements action
Pay 0 . 126 .739 .228 1.3*i1 1 .751
Admi ni strati on . 126 0 .126 .739 1.3*1 .613
Task Requi rements - .739 -.126 0 — .126 .915
1 nteract ion .228 -.739 0 .228 .228
Status -1 .3*1 - 1
.
3^1 -.126 -.228 0 .228
Autonomy -1 .6*5 -.228 -.915 -.228 -.613 0
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Table 10
Column Difference Matrix Utilized in Computing Scale Values
for Doctors' (H) Responses to the Paired Compar i son
Wk. Sat. Comp. Adm-Pay TReq-Adm Inter-TReq Stat-lnter Auto-Stat
Pay
. 126
.613 511 1.113 .410









Status 0 1.215 102 .228 .228
Autonomy 1.417 -.687 687 -.385 .6n
Sum 1.519 1.393 687 1.786 1.312
Number (N) 6 5 4 5 A
Mean (X)
.253
• 279 1 72 .357 2 1 9
Table 11
Scale Values for Each of the Work Satisfaction Components for Doctors
Wk. Sat. Comp. Pay Adminis- Task Inter- Status
tration Requirements action
Autonomy
Scale S-| S? S4 s s S6
Value .000 .253 .532 .704 1.061 1 .28
Table 12
Scale Values for Doctors on a 0-1 Scale
Wk. Sat. Comp. Pay Adminis- Task Inter- Status
tration Requirements action
Autonomy
Scale Value (SV) .000 .066 .139 .184 .277 .334
As can be observed, the doctors ranked the component of pay as the
least important facet of work satisfaction and autonomy as the most im-
portant component of work satisfaction.
Tables 1 3 -2 ^ show the determination of scale values for two groups
within each professional group: those with a Pay SRV of 0-30 points and
those with a Pay SRV of 31-54 points. This data will be used to test the
assumption that a high fulfillment of lower needs will increase the im-
portance of higher needs, and the results are presented and discussed af-
ter Tables 5 and 6 of the Results chapter.
Table 13
Frequency Matrix for Nurses wi th a Low (0-30) Pay SRV (N = 8)
Pay Autonomy 1 nter-
act i on





Pay 6 3 6 6
Autonomy 2 k 5 3 5 3
1 nteract i on 2 3 k 0 7 1
Adm i n i st ra t i on 5 5 8 k 7 5
Task Requ i rements 2 3 1 1 k 1
Status 2 5 7 3 7 r
Table ]h
Proport ion Matr i x
Pay Autonomy I nter- Admi nis- Task Status
action tration Requi rements
Pay
.5 .75 .75 .38 • 75 .75
Autonomy .25 .5 i .63 .38 .63 .38
1 nteract i on • 25 .38 .5 0 .87 .13
Admi n i st rat i on .63 .63 1.0 .5 .87 • 63
Task Requi rements .25 .38 .13 .13 .5 .13
Status .25 .63 .87 .38 .87 .5
Table 15
Z-Matr ix
Adm i n i s- Pay Status Autonomy 1 nter- Task
tration act i on Requi rements
Admi n i st ra t i on 0 .332 .332 • 332 1 . 126
Pay • 305 0 .67'* .67^ .67^ .67^4
Status • 305 - . 67*» 0 .332 1 . 126 1 . 126
Autonomy • 305 .67*4 -.305 0 .332 .332
1 n te ract i on .67*» -1 . 126 -.305 0 1 . 126
Task Requ i rements -1
.
126 --.67*1 -1.126 - 1 . 126 -1 . 126 0
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Table 16
Col umn Di f ference
Pay-Adm Stat-Pay Auto-Stat 1 nt-Auto TReq- 1 nt
Adm i n i s t rat i on .332 0 0
Pay
.305 .67^ 0 0 0
Status
-.369 .673 .332 .79^ 0
Autonomy
-.369
• 369 • 305 • 332 0
1 nteract ion
.821
• 305 1 . 126
Task Requirements .^52 -Ml 0 0 1 . 126
Sum
.351 2. 159 1.458 1 .431 2.252
Number (N) 5 6 6 5 5
Mean (X) .07 .36
. 2^3 .286 M
Table 17
Scale Values
Admi n i s- Pay Status Autonomy Inter- Task
tration act i on Requ i rements
Sea le Si S9
—B
Value .000 .070 .^30 .673 .959 1.409
Table 18
Scale Values on a 0-1 Scale
Admi n i strat ion Pay Status Autonomy 1 nteract ion Task Requirements
.000 .020 .120 .190 .270 .398
Table 19
Frequency Matrix for Nurses wi th a High (31-5*0 Pay SRV (N = 8)
Pay Admin is- Inter Autonomy Task Status
tration action Requ i rements
Pay 7 7 6 8 6
Admi n i strati on 1 J» 7 k 5 k
Interact ion 1 1 4 0 7 1
Autonomy
n
I k 8 k 7 7
Task Requi rements 0 3 1 i k 3






































Pay Admin is- Autonomy Status Inter- Task
tration act i on Requ i rements
Pay 0 .674 1.175 .674 1 . 175
Admi n i st rat i on -.674 0 0 1.175 1.175
Autonomy 1.126 0 0 0 1.175 .332
Status
-.674 -1.126 0 0 1.175 • 332
Interaction 1.126
-1.126 -1
. 126 0 1.175






Adm-Pay Auto-Adm Stat-Auto I nt-Stat TReq- I nt
Pay .674 -.501 .501 .501
Adm i n i s t ra t i on .674 0 1 .175 1.175
Autonomy 1.126 0 0 1 .175 -.843
Status -.452 1.126 0 1 . 175 -.843
1 nteract i on 0 1 . 126 1.175
Task Requi rements .821 0 -.821 1 . 126
Sum 2.022 1.446 .674 3. 156 1 .790
Number (N) T 5 IT 5 5




Pay Ad mi n i stra t i on Autonomy Status Inter-
act i on
Task
Requi rementsbcale S] b 3 Sz^ Sc Sf,
Values 000
.506
.795 .907 1.538 1 .896
Table 2k
Scale Values on a 0-1 Scale
Pay Admi n i s
t rat i on




Scale Values .000 .090 .1^1 .161
.273 .3^0
Table 25
rrtquency naur ix for Doctors with a Low Pay (0-30) SRV (N = 9)
Admi n i s
-




Adm i n i s t ra t ion k 8 6 9 8
Pay 5 k'.5 H 8 7 9
1 nteract i on 1 5 H.5 k T 6
Task Rcqu i remen tS 3 1 5 k.S 3 7
Status 0 2 5 6 k.S 5
Autonomy 1 0 6 2 k.S
Table 26
Proportion Matrix





Admi n i st ra t i on .5 M .89 .67 1 .00 .89
Pay .56 .5 .kk .89 .78 1 .00
1 nteract i on . 1
1
.56 .5 M M .67
Task Requ i rements .33 . 1
1
.56 .5 • 33 .78
Status .22 .56 .67 .5 .56





Adm i n i s-






Admi ni st rat ion 0 -.151 Ak 1 .227 1 .227
Pay .151 0 .772 1.227 - 151
Status
-.772 0
.151 1 5 1
Task Requirements -1.227 - .kk 0 151 772
1 nte ract ion -1 .227 .151 -.151 -.151 0
Autonomy -1 .227 --
-.151 -.772 M 0
Table 28
Column Difference
Pay-Adm Stat-Pay TReq-Stat Int -TReq Auto- 1 nt
Admi n i strat ion -.151 .787 0
Pay -.151 • 772 .^55 -1 .378
Status .772 .289 0
Task Requirements -.737 .787 .151 .621
1 nteract ion 1.378 -.302 0 .151
Autonomy -.621 1 .212 -Ah
Sum .289 2.029 .27^ .63^ .621
Number (N) k k 5 6 5
Mean (X) .072 .507 .055 .111 .124
Table 29
Scale Values
Admi n i s t ra t ion Pay Status Task
Requ i rements
I nteract i on Autonomy
Sea le Si S2 S3 S6
Value .000 .072 .579 .869
Table 30
Seal e Values on i a 0-1 Scale







Sea 1 es Values .000 .025 .210 .220 .261 .310
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Tabic 31
Frequency Mat rix for Doctors wi th a Hi gh (31 -54) Pay SRV (N = 13)
Admin i stration


































1 nteract ion 4 7 4 6.5 7 9
nittonomy 5 3 2 6 6.5 4Status 2 4 2 4 9 6.5
Table 32
Proportion Matrix
Admi n i s-
tration
Task

















.5 .70 .85 ~8"5
I nteract ion
• 31 .54
.31 .5 .54 .70
Autonomy















Pay 0 -. 1 1 .036 .524 1 .036 1 .036
Admi n i st rat ion . 1 0 - . 1 .524 1 .036 .305




1 nteract i on -.496 -.496
. 1 0 . 524 . 1
Status 1 .036 -1 .036 -.496 -.496 0 .524
Autonomy 1 .036 -.279





I nt-TReq Stat- I nt Auto-Sta tPay
-.1
1 . 136 -.512
.512 0Adm in i st rat ion -
. 1 -. 1
.624
.512
-.731Task Requ i remen ts .396 1 -.1
.405
.291Interact ion 0



















Pay Admi n i st rat ion Task Interact ion Status Autonomy
Requ i rements
Scale Si $9 s^ ss S6
Va 1 ue .000
-
159 .581
.673 1.015 1 .029
Table 36
Scale Values on a 0-1 Scale
Pay Admi ni st rat i on Task Requirements Interaction Stat u s Autonomy
.000 .0^6 .168 ~T95 723% .298
APPENDIX C
PART B OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE, THE ATTITUDE SCALE:
PRESENTATION OF RAW DATA AND MEAN SUBJECT RESPONSE VALUES
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This section presents the results of the attitude scale, Part B of
the questionnaire, for nurses and doctors in the Humacao sample. Part B,
as can be observed in Appendix A, required the subject to select his
opinion towards each item by means of seven Li kerfs tyle alternatives,
ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." Each item referred
to one of the six components of work satisfaction used in the study. The
number of items per component varied, so that, for example, there were
9 items regarding pay and seven items concerning task requirements, for
both doctors and nurses. A maximum number of 6 points was granted for
a highly positive response. The items were presented in either positive
or negative form, and those in which an R appears next to the item number
denote those in which the scoring was reversed, so that 6, in all cases,
represents the maximum positive score.
In the tables that follow, the individuals' response to each item
is noted. The first column represents the subjects, to whom an identity
number (1-22 for doctors and 1-16 for nurses) has been given. The last
column presents the subject's total score for each component of work sat-
isfaction. A mean of the subjects' response values is also offered, i
which, in combination with the scale values presented in Appendix B,
will allow us to determine the Index of Work Satisfaction presented in
Appendix C.
In Tables 1-6, the responses of nurses to Part B of the question-
naires are offered by component. Tables 7~12 present the same data for
the doctors' sample at Humacao.
Table 1
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measur
the Pay Component of Work Satisfaction
I tern Number
Pay 18 28-R 33 37-R 46 J»9-R 54 61-R S.R.V.
1 3 0 1 6 6 6 5 1 33
2 5 1 1 1 6 6 5 1 1 26
3 3 5 5 1 1 6 1 2 32
1 1 1 1 3 3 6 1 1 17
5 5 2 5 1 3 3 0 1 26
</>
6 5 2 5 6 6 6 1 2 32
to
l_ 7 5 2 5 5 6 6 3 0 2 32




9 5 1 1 1 2 2 5 1 1 22
CO 1 A
l 0 ;. 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 18
11 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 h 2 16
12 5 3 5 3 3 3 6 1 3 32
13 5 1 1 1 6 6 6 1 31
14 6 h 5 1 5 5 6 3 3 38
15 5 2 k 3 3 5 3 1 32
16 1 0 0 0 6 6 6 0 1 19
X = 26.69
Maximum Score Possible per subject = 5^
Table 2
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measi
the Autonomy Component of Work Satisfaction
I tern Number
Autonomy 23-R 26-R 43-R 53-R 59 S.R.V.
1 6 1 5 6 5 23
2 5 6 6 6 1 24
3 3 3 5 5 5 21
k 1 1 0 0 5 7
5 1 2 4 3 14
6 4 5 6 6 2 23
ses) 7 2 6 5 6 3 22
8 5 4 1 3 17
iect
9 5 1 5 5 20
Sub.
10 5 1 2 16
1
1
5 5 1 2 17
12 2 5 6 5 6 24
13 6 6 5 1 22
14 5 0 4 5 0 14
15 5 5 5 1 5 21
16 4 5 6 1 5 21
X = 19. 13
Maximum Score Possible per Subject = 30
Table 3
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring
the Task Requi rement Component of Work Sati sfact ion
1 tern Numbe r
Task
Requ i rement 19 22-R 30-R 38-R ^8 55-R 63 S.R.V.
1 6 0 1 1 0 0 2 10
9
t- o LD 1 0 1 0 0 14
0
J
c.D 0 1 1 5 1 A 18
C
-> U 1 1 0 0 1 8
9
1 2 5 1 5 20
6 6 1 1 0 0 5 4 17
IT)
in 7 6 2 1 2 k 5 5 25
~21
8 1 4 3 0 2 1 15
o
<L>
9 0 1 1 0 1 5 12
_Q




1 1 0 0 k 2 12
12 6 o 5 2 6 5 5
13 6 1 1 2 5 5 1 21
14 1 5 1 0 2 1 14
15 6 1 1 1 1 1 15
16 1 1 0 0 0 2 4 8
X = 15.63
Maximum Score Possible per Subject = kl
Table k
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring









17 20-R 27 32-R 36 42 47-R 52 57 60 S.R.V.
1 5 6 6 6 6 0 6 6 0 4 45
2 5 1 6 6 6 5 6 6 1 5 47
3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 5 1 6 41
1 5 5 5 1 1 0 1 5 1 25
5 2 1 3 5 2 2 31
6 5 6 6 1 5 2 6 5 2 42
7 6 6 6 4 0 2 3 0 35
8 1 6 0 2 3 4 nJ 31
9 1 1 5 1 6 1 5 1 5 5 31
10 5 6 2 6 5 6 6 1 6 47
1
1
2 2 1 6 4 6 1 5 1 5 33
12 6 1 5 4 6 5 6 6 3 6 48
13 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 2 6 55
14 5 3 2 3 6 5 3 5 40
15 5 5 6 2 5 4 6 5 5 47
16 5 1 1 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 43
X = AO. 1
Maximum Score Possible per Subject = 60
1<*7
Table 5
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to Items Measuring
the Interaction Component of Work Satisfaction









1 C r»lo-R 21 25-R 29 34-R 39 45-R 50-R 56-R 62 S.R.V.
1
1
c0 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 56
I 6 1 5 6 5 5 6 5 6 46
3 1 1 5 1 5 5 1 0 5 25
1 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 22
5 1
•
2 5 4 5 1 4 1 5 32
6 6 0 2 6 6 5 6 6 6 47
7 0 1
*
k 5 3 6 4 35
o0 5 2 3 2 4 5 5 3 2 35
9 5 A 2 1 2 1 1 5 1 5 27
10 5 6 3 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 55
11 5 3 3 3 2 2 0 2 2 26
12 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 55
13 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 57
14 5 5 1 5 5 6 6 5 4 6 48
15 6 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 49
16 5 1 5 6 5 5 2 6 1 5 41
X - k\
Maximum Score Possible per Subject = 60
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Table 6
Nurses' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring
the Status Component of Work Satisfaction
I tern N urnbe
Status 24 31 35 40-R 44 51 58-R S.R.V.
1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 42
2 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 40
3 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 "
1
5 5 3 5 5 5 6 34
5 4 5 4 5 5 4 3t
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 42
7 6 4 4 6 32
8 3 1 6 1 4 4 2 21
a
9 5 6 1 5 5 5 6 33










12 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 42M
13 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 42
14 4 5 2 2 5 5 5 28
15 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 36
16 6 6 5 6 5 5 6 39
X = 35 .89












Doctors' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring
the Pay Component of Work Satisfaction
I tern Numbe
r
18 28-R 33 37-R A6 A9-R 5A 61-R S.R.V.
1 6 2 5 3 1 6 5 6 0 1 3A
2 1
i
k 2 2 6 2 6 0 27
3 3 5 2 6 3 6 6 1 36
1 1 1 1 5 j 2 n 9 1
5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 51
6 5 3 3 3 6 3 6 3 3 35
—
i
7 0 3 6 2 6 6 6 5 3 37
8 5 3 5 3 3 6 6 3 2 36
9 5 1 5 0 6 2 o i1
10 0 6 0 6 6 0 6 0 0 2k
11 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 5
12 6 2 5 1 6 1 6 0 1 28
13 5 3 5 3 6 6 6 1 3 38
\k k 6 5 5 6 5 6 0 5 kl
15 6 5 1 1 6 5 6 1 0 31
16 6 6 3 3 3 6 6 2 3 38
17 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 2 2 A5
18 5 6 5 5 6 6 2 1 30
19 1 3 0 0 6 3 6 3 0 22
20 0 0 0 0 2 6 2 0 0 10
21 0 6 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 10
22 1 5 6 5 6 h 6 5 5 ^3
X = 30.77
Maximum Possible Score per Subject =
150
Table 8
Doctors' Responses and Subject Response Value to Items Measuring











23-R 26-R **3-R P2 C D W
1 5 6 6 6 o 0 Q
2 5 5 5 5 2 22
3 6 6 6 6 6 30
5 5 5 6 o 9 1
5 6 6 6 6 u
6 6 0 A u c
7 6 6 6 6 6 30
8 5 6 5 0 5 21
9 6 6 6 6 6
10 0 5 0 0 8\j
11 6 3 3 2 18
12 6 6 6 6 6 30
13 6 5 6 6 3 26
14 6 6 5 6 5 28
15 6 6 5 6 5 28
16 6 6 6 6 5 1 29
17 6 6 6 6 6 30
18 6 6 5 6 6 29
19 6 2 6 6 6 26
20 6 6 6 6 5 29
21 6 6 6 6 5 29
22 5 5 5 5 5 25
X = 27. 64
Maximum Possible Score per Subject = 30
151
Table 9
Doctors' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring




2^ 31 35 kO-R kk 51 58-R
1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
2
* 5 5 5 13 6
3 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
^ 5 6 6 6 1 6 6
5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
6^ 5 6 6 6 6 67666 6 66 6
8 6 5 5 5 5 6 2 5










355 11 3 6 5 3 6 6 6
8 12 6 3 6 6 6 6 6
S. *3 6 6 6 1 6 6 6 37
^ 0 6 5 6 5 3 6 31
8 1 5 0 6 0 6 5 6 6 29
16 5566026 3017666 6 66 6 i»2
18 6656666 *»1
19 5 6 6 3 6 6 6 38
20 1 6 A 6 6 6 6 35
21 1 6 k 6 6 6 6 35
22 6 1 5 1 5 0 5 23
X = 35.36
Maximum Possible Score per Subject = kl
Table 10
Doctors' Responses and Subject Response Value to Items Measuring
the Task Requirement Component of Work Satisfaction
I tern Number
Task
Requi rement 19 22-R 30-
R
.50 r\ HO 55-R 63 S.R.V.
1 6 5 6 6 6 6 h 39
2 5 1 3 0 5 5 k 23
3 5 2 5 C D 1. 31
k 5 6 C 9z. 11 rb 1 25
5 6 5 6 6 C, D 0
6 0 6 6 6 6 6 5 35
7 1 2 6 6 6 6 2 29
8 5 3 2 CP cD r 29
9 5 2 2 2 6 6 5 28




11 3 1 0 0 3 6 0 13
o
12 6 0 6 6 6 6 5 35
oQ 13 6 5 0 0 6 11 nP








3 16 5 5 2 1 6 2 25
</) 17 5 1 2 0 5 2 5 20
18 6 2 1 0 2 2 2 15
19 6 5 0 0 6 0 h 21
20 6 1 5 2 2 5 1 22
21 6 1 5 2 2 5 1 22




i ble S co re per Subject
Table 11
Doctors' Responses and Subject Response Value to I terns Measuring












17 20-R 27 32-R 36 42 47- R Q 1 oU S . R
1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 u %j i1 50
2 5 5 5 5 2 5 2 1 2 1 33
3
L0 5 4 5 1 5 1 6 3 i 37
5 5 4 5 4 1 i4I rj C oL
5 6 0 6 6 6 6 6 D CD
6 1 5 6 6 5 6 6 C
->
ZiQ
7 6 6 6 3 6 6 5 4 500O 5 5 6 r
—
5 4 5 5 5 5 5 50
9 5 2 6 5 2 6 6 o c hi
10 0 5 1 0 6 0 6 6 0 1 *- ^
1
1
0 2 5 5 1 3 3 0 2 0 21
12 6 6 6 6 0 6 6 6 5 51
13 5 6 5 6 6 0 6 5 4 6 49
14 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 4 49
15 1 5 1 6 0 4 6 6 5 2 36
16 6 5 2 6 5 4 6 5 5 2 46
17 5 5 6 2 6 5 6 6 6 5 52
18 5 6 6 6 6 4 5 5 4 4 51
19 1 6 0 6 0 3 0 0 3 6 25
20 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 4 0 0 18
21 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 4 0 0 18
22 5 6 5 6 6 5 5 6 4 4 52
X = ^0.36
Maximum Possible Score per Subject = 60
Table 12
Doctors' Responses and Subject REsponse Value to I terns Measuring
the Interaction Component of Work Satisfaction
tern Number
1 inter-
act ion 16-R 21 25-R 29 34-r 39 45-R 50-R 56-R 62 S.R.
1 6 6 5 6 6 6 '5 6 2 6 54
2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 48
3 6 3 3 3 3 6 6 4^





6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 53
6 6 6 q 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 58
7
*
6 6 6 2
>>
6 5 6 6 6 6 55
8 5 3 3 5 3 3 3 5 3 37
9 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 5 0 5 48
10 6 5 3 1 0 6 0 0 6 6 33
11 0 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 48
12 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 53
in 13 0 5 3 0 5 0 6 6 6 6 37
u
o 14 5 4 6 q 2 q 6 6 5 46
o
o
15 6 0 6 0 5 1 6 6 q 6 40
o
16 6 5 3 6 5 5 6 6 6 52
o 17 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 60
<u
•—1 18 6 6 5 5 2 6 6 5 5 q 50
19 6 6 3 5 3 1 5 3 3 5 41
20 5 5 0 q 5 q 5 1 6 5 40
21 5 5 1 4 5 q 5 1 6 5 41
22 6 6 5 6 5 0 6 5 6 5 50
X = 47.27
Maximum Possible Score per Subject = 60
APPENDIX D
DETERMINING THE INDEX OF WORK SATISFACTION
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The purpose of the questionnaire, and of the calculations presented
in Appendices B and C, is to determine a summary figure of work satisfac-
tion with the components, for each group of professionals. The Index of
V/ork Satisfaction ( I WS) as developed by Piedmont (1972) takes into ac-
count both the importance granted to the component, and the actual ful-
fillment being generated from the present job situation. These two ele-
ments are acquired by means of the Scale Values from Part A, and the Sub-
ject Response Value Means, from Part B of the questionnaire.
The first step in determining the IWS is to present the final
scale values and mean subject response values for both doctors and
nurses. These values are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Doctors Nurses
Componen ts of Sea 1 e Mean Subject Sea ie Mean Subject
Work Satisfaction Va 1 ues Response Va 1 ues Va 1 ues Response Values
Pay .000 30.77 .000 26.69
Admini s tration .066 40. 36 .083 AO. 10
Status .277 35.36 .175 35.89
Autonomy .334 27.64 .197 19.13
I nteract i on .184 47.27 .251 41 .00
Task Requi rements .139 26.59 .292 15.63
At this stage, each of the six components has been: (1) ranked on
a numerical scale (S.V.), 0-1; and (2) found a mean value of subjects'
responses , S. R. V. Now we want to develop a weighted component value
(W.C.V. ) on a 0-100 range. To do this, we f i rst compute S.V. x S.R.V.
The doctors 1 data will be used as the model
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Table 2
Doctors' Weighted Component Value (WCV) = S.V. x S. R. V




1 nteract i on
.184 47.27 8.70
Admi n i st rat ion
.066 40. 36 2.66
Autonomy
• 334 27.64 3.23
Task Requirements
.139 26.59 3.70
We would also like to know the maximum possible weighted component
value (W.C.V.
(
MAX )). This is acquired by computing the scale value times
the largest possible mean subject response value from Tables 1-12, in
Appendix C.
Table 3
Doctors' Maximum Weighted Component Value (WCV(MAX )) - SV x Mean SRV(MAX )
Work Satisfaction Component S.V. Mean SRV( MAX ) WCV (MAX)
Pay .000 54 .000
Status
• 277 42 1 1 .63
I nteract i on .184 60 1 1 .04
Adm i n i st ra t i on .066 60 3.96
Autonomy
.334 30 10.02
Task Requirements .139 42 5.84








Doctors' Index of Work Satisfaction by Component = W.C.V./W.C.V. (MAX)
Work Satisfaction Component w.c.v.
1 .w.sPay 0 0 0Status 9.80 11 .63
.84
_
I nte rac t i on 8.70 1 1 .04
.73Admi n i st rat ion 2~7SS~ 3.96
.67Autonomy 9.23 10.02
.92Task Requirements 3.70 5.84
.51
These calculations indicate that doctors are least satisfied with
the components of Pay, Task Requirements and Administration, and most
satisfied with Autonomy, Interaction, and Status.
Table 5 presents a summary of these calculations for the nurses'
sample at Humacuao.
Table 5
Summary Table of Values for Nurses
Pay Adm i n i s- Status Autonomy 1 nteract i on Task
trat i on Requ i rements
v/.c. V. 0 3.33 6.28 3.77 10.29 4.56
w.c. V. (MAX) 0 4.98 6.30 5.70 15.06 12.26
1 .w. S 0 .67 .99 .60 .68
.37
These values indicate that nurses were most satisfied with the com-
ponents of Status, Interaction and Administration, and least satisfied
with the components of Autonomy, Task Requirements and Pay.
APPENDIX E
QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS GENERATED
BY THE USE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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This thesis was devised as a case study of staff satisfaction at a
hospital outpatient department. As such, no cross-cultural analysis was
formally performed. However, this was the first application of the tool
outside the area where it was developed and some qualitative ideas re-
garding it? validity now follow.
The tool used throughout our investigation is considered to be gen-
erally adequate for research and practical purposes in Puerto Rico. Its
one possible flaw may lie on the method of paired comparisons used in
Part A of the questionnaire regarding the importance granted to each of
the six elements of work. There may be cultural effects of perception
which decrease the validity of this section in contexts outside the United
States. An alternative to this procedure could be the more common method
of presenting the components and asking the subject to rank the elements
according to importance. This is probably a more familiar and shorter
function for the respondents. It would also provide individual patterns
of results, which are presently not available for this part of the ques-
tionnaire through the method of Paired Comparisons. At the same time, the
scoring of Part A would be simplified, making the tool more easily amen-
able to management use.
Part B of the questionnaire seemed simple to complete, as observed
wh i 1 e a dm i nistering the nurses 1 i nst rumen t . Th i s group responded f as t
and assuredly to the Likert-style alternatives and there was no difficul-
ty observed in understanding the items. Future appl i cat ions--espec i a 1 ly
those where a cross-cultural purpose may preva i 1 --shoul d initially trans-
late the questionnaire to English from the Spanish version. This step
was not taken in the present study and it would further ensure that both
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versions involve similar content in the items.
Another consideration refers to the tendency found among doctors in
this sample to ascribe a higher importance to fulfilled needs. At first
glance, it would seem that, if this pattern can be reliably ascertained,
the procedure of ranking the components may be omitted. Yet, this rela-
tionship between importance and fulfillment of needs was only observed
within the doctors 1 sample. Thus, the theoretical precept of measuring
satisfaction as a function of facet importance times aspect fulfillment
is still recommended as the guideline to follow, especially in future re-
search with this tool in the Puerto Rican context.

